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CHRONOLOGY OF F2 HFE 
THERMAL TEST PROGRAM 
Test or Action 
F2 into ~T Apparatus 
None 
F2-l, Test T57A, 245/+2°K 
F2-l, Test T57B, 225/+18°K 
F2-2, Test T58Al, 225/+18°K 
F2-2, Test T58A2, 225/+18°K 
F2-2, Test T58B, 245/+2°K 
F2 HFE Removed from ~T 
Apparatus and Placed into 
K-Apparatus 
None 
Initiate F2-l, Test Kl4A(2A) 
Complete F2-l, Test Kl4A(2A) 
Initiate F2-2, Test Kl4B(4A) 
Troubleshooting F2-2 in 
K-Apparatus 
F2 HFE Removed from K-







Test Void; Human Error 
F2 Equilibrating 
F2-2 HFE Upper Gradient Bridge 
Reading 14000 Octal Data Block 3 
and 7 during Test Kl4B 
In addition to 14000 octal 
malfunction on lower gradient 
bridge of F2-2, we had ETS-
























Returned F2 El ectronics 
to Gulton 
F2 Electronics Returned to 
ADL 
F2 HFE Probe-Electronics 
Hardwiring completed; F2 
HFE Placed into ~T Ap-
paratus 
None 
F2-l, Test T61A, 245/+2°K 
Removed F2 HFE from 
~T Apparatus 
Troubleshooting F2-l Lower 
Ring Bridge 
Troubleshooting F2-l 
F2 HFE Placed into ~T 
Apparatus 
F2-l, Test T62A, 245/+2°K 
F2-l, Test T62B, 245/+2°K 
Removed F2 HFE from ~T 
Apparatus and Placed into 
Manufacturing Storage 
F2 HFE Removed from Storage 
and Placed into ~T Apparatus 
-2-
Remarks 
F2-2 14000 Octal Malfunction 
Traced to Electronics 
F2-l Equilibrating 
Lower Ring Bridge Signal 
Erratic 
Peacock of BxA and Wirenious of 
Gulton at ADL 
Broken Lead in F2 Electronics 
Located; Lead Repaired 
F2-l Equilibrating 
Test Aborted Because of Ap~ 
paratus LEH Power Supply In-
stability 
BxA Instructed ADL to Initiate 
Acceptance Tests with F2S HFE 
F2-l Equilibrating 



















Test or Action 
None 
None 
F2-l, Test T65A, 225/+18°K 
Removed F2-l and Inserted 
F2-2 ~T Apparatus 
F2-2, Test T66A, 225/+18°K 
None 








Test T67A, 205/-2°K 
None 
F2 HFE Removed from 










F2-l Lower Gradient Bridge 
Outside Acceptance Cirteria 
TWX T-2282 to BxA for Notifica-
tion 
F2-2 Equilibrating 
ADL T.WX T-2284 to BxA Recommended 
Action on F2-l LGB 
F3 HFE Removed from K-Apparatus-
Ready for F2 HFE 
Recommended Action to BxA F2-l 
F2 Equilibrating 
Waiting BxA Instructions on F2-l 
F2 Equlibrating 
Waiting BxA Instruction on F2-l 
Wa~ting BxA Instructions on F2-l 




















Test or Action 
Remove F2 HFE from K-Apparatus 
Disconnect F2-l Probe from F2 
electronics and place into 
.tiT Apparatus 
F2-l, Test T69A3, 245/+2°K 
F2-l, Test T69B, 225/+18°K 
F2-l, placed into bonded stores 
F2 Electronics returned to 
Gulton 
F2 Electronics received from 
Gulton 
ETS modified by BxA for 
operation with F2 electronics 
F2-l, Test T73A, 245/+2°K 
F2-l, Test T73B, 225/+18°K 
F2-2, Test T74A, 225/+18°K 
F2-2, Test T74B, 245/+2°K 
F2-l, Test Kl7A 
F2-2, Test Kl7B 
F2-l, Test Kl7C 
F2-2, Test Kl7D 
F2-l and -2, Test 17E 
F2-l and -2, Test TC/F2 
-4-
Remarks 
Per Bendix Twx S-2816 
W/o Klectronics 
W/o Electronics 
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THERMAL TEST SUMMARY January 17, 1969 
Flight 2 Model, Probe No. 2 
TEST NO. DATE TEST DESCRIPTION ELECTRONICS TEST TYPE REMARKS 
T36A . 1/ 8/68 205/2°K Negative Gradient None Acceptance 
T36B 1/ 9/68 205/0°K Neutral Gradient None Acceptance 
T36C 1/10/68 245/2°K Positive Gradient None Acceptance 
T58A 5/ 4/68 225/18°K Positive Gradient F2 (Acceptance) 
T58B 5/ 6/.68 245/2°K Positive Gradient F2 (Acceptance) 
T66A 10/ 3/68 225/18°K Positive Gradient F2 (Acceptance) 
T66B 10/ 7/68 245/2°K Positive Gradient F2 (Acceptance) 
T74A 12/13/68 245/18°K Positive Gradient F2 Acceptance 
T74B 12/16/68 245/2°K Positive Gradient F2 Acceptance 











TC./F2 1/17 /69 Ref. Junction and T.C. Test F2 Acceptance 
NOTE: 
The test type given by an acceptance in brackets indicates that the test was originally run 
as an acceptance test, but, because of system anomalies, the tests were rerun and are 
superseded by unbracketed acceptances. 
Arthur 111Jlittle.1Jnt. 
TEST NO. DATE TEST DESCRIPTION ELECTRONICS TEST TYPE REMARKS 
T35A 1/ 2/68 205/2°K Negative Gradient None Acceptance 
T35B 1/ 4/68 225/0°K Neutral Gradient None Acceptance 
T35C 1/ 5/68 245/2°K Positive Gradient None Acceptance 
T57A 5/ 1/68 245/2°K Positive Gradient F2 (Acceptance) 
T57B 5/ 2/68 225/18°K Positive Gradient F2 (Acceptance) 
Kl4A(2A) 5/ 8/68 Evacuated Beads, 225°K F2 (Acceptance) 
T61A 9 /11/68 245/2°K Positive Gradient F2 (Acceptance) F2 Electronics Malfunction 
T62A 9/16/68 245/2°K Positive Gradient F2 (Acceptance) Apparatus Instability 
T62B 9/20/68 245/2°K Positive Gradient F2 (Acceptance) 
T65A 10/ 2/68 225/18°K Positive Gradient F2 (Acceptance) 
T67A 10/16/68 205/2°K Negative Gradient F2 Troubleshoot 
T69A 10/30/68 245/2°K Positive Gradient None Troubleshoot 
T69B 11/ 1/68 225/18°K Positive Gradient None Troubleshoot 
T73A 12/ 9/68 245/2°K Positive Gradient F2 Acceptance 
T73B 12/11/68 225/18°K Positive Gradient F2 Acceptance 
Kl7A(2A) 1/ 7/69 Evacuated Beads, 225°K F2 Acceptance 
HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
Bendix Contract SC 0242 
Cass 6064 7 -5 
THERMAL TEST SUMMARY 
Flight 2 Model, Probe No. 1 
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
TEST NO. DATE TEST DESCRIPTION ELECTRONICS TEST TYPE ·REMARKS 
Kl7C(4B) 1/10/69 GNz Filled Beads, 225°K F2 Acceptance 
Kl7E 1/16/69 Heater Tests F2 Acceptance 
TC/F2 1/17/69 REF Junc.tion and T. C. Test F2 Acceptance 
NOTE: 
HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
' ' 
0endix Contract SC 0242 
Casa 63647 =.2..: 
THERMAL TEST SUMMARY (cont'd) 
January 17, 1969 
The test type given by an acceptance in brackets indicates that the test was originally run 
as an acceptance test, but, because of system anomalies, the tests were rerun and are 
supers.eded by unbracketed acceptances. 
drthur D. Little, Inc.
HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
Bendix Contract SC 0242 
Case 68647 
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~rthur D. Little, Inc.
1.0 General 
HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
Bendix Contract SC 0242 
Case 68647 
1.1 Purpose of Tests 
To subject the heat flow probe to simulated thermal environ-
ments and measure the probe's response both with and without the elec-
tronics box. 
1. 2 Scope 
This test procedure is applicable to the Heat Flow Probes 
and electronics box. 
1.3 Applicable Doctnnents 
1.3.1 Electronics Box Data Package 
1.3.2 Rosemount Engineering Company Sensor Acceptance Tests 
and Calibration Results 
1.3.3 ~T Apparatus Instrtnnentation - Block Diagram 
1.3.4 Probe Instrtnnentation - Block Diagram 
1.3.5 ~T Apparatus - Flow Diagram 
1.3.6 K Apparatus - Flow Diagram 
1.3.7 Instrtnnentation Layout 
1.3.8 Instrtnnent Room {Photo) 
1.3.9 Instrtnnent Room (Photo) 
1.3.10 Temperature Gradient Apparatus {Photo) 
1.3.11 Thermal Conductivity Apparatus {Photo) 
1.3.12 Operation of Guildline Potentiometer, 






1.3.13 Procedure for placement and removal of probe from 
temperature gradient and thermal conductivity apparatus. 
1.3.14 Electronics box and Bendix test set connections 
1.3.15 Data Analysis Procedures 
1.3.16 Instrtnnent Calibration Expiration Dates 
1.3.17 Temperature Gradient Apparatus, Equipment and Parts 
List 
1. 3.18 Thermal Conductivity Apparatus, Equipment and Parts 
List 
1.3.19 Bendix Heat Flow Equipment Test Set Preliminary 
Manual - Praft Copy - Prepared by c.s. Hocking, 
15 December 1966. (Copy not included in these 
procedures.) 0501 ·PART IV - Rev. C: 2Feb.68 
-1-
( 
1.3.20 Record of Acceptance Testing for Electronics Box 
Sensor Model 118YN and Thermocouple Cable, Appendix 
1 of Rosemount Engineering Company Procedure No. 16627A. 
1.3.21 Preliminary Specification Data for the Heat Flow 
Experiment Dual Static Probe, BxA AL 380200, Revision C. 
(Copy not included in these procedures.) 
1. 3. 22 Deleted 
1;3.23 Electronic Box Reference Junction Calibration Test Set-up. 
1.4 Applicable Test Data Forms 
1.4.1 Switch Coding Summary 
1.4 . 2 Temperature Gradient Apparatus Data 
1 . 4.3 Temperature Gradient Apparatus Data, Probe Bridge Data 
1.4.4 Gradient Tube Controller Data 
1.4.5 · Thermal Conductivity Apparatus, Apparatus and Area Data 
1.5 Participants Required 
1.6 










ADL technicians (two required) 
ADL Quality Assurance 
Bendix Quality Assurance Representative 
DCAS Quality Assurance 
to be Performed (per probe basis) 
Temperature Gradient Tests without Bendix Electronics 
(3 required) 
Temperature Gradient Tests with Bendix Electronics 
(2 required) 
Thermal conductivity tests with Electronics (2) required 
and Heater tests with electronics (2 required) 
Electronic Box Temperature Bridge Test 
(1 required for both probes) 
0501 PART IV - Rev. C; 2 Feb. 68 
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2.0 Temperature Gradient Test 
2.1 Test Purpose 
2.1.1 Functional test of probe 
2.1.2 Determine bridge offsets 
2.1.3 Determine shorting ratios for probe halves 
2 . 1.4 Determine effective length of gradient bridge separation 
2.2 Test Equipment--Temperature Gradient Apparatus 
Applicable Documents: 1.3.3 , 4, 5 , 7, 8, 9, 
10, and 17 . 
2.3 Test Required: Three tests are to be performed with each of 
















2 225 0 N.A. 
3 245 2 Positive 
(l)A positive temperature gradient corresponds 
to the condition where the bottom part of 
the probe is warmer than the top part. 
2.4 Test Procedure 
The test articles consist of two Arthur D. Little, Inc. Heat 
Flow Probes . Procedure 2 . 4 is to be performed first with one probe 
and again with the second probe. Duration of test is not time limited. 
2.4.1 Place one probe into the test apparatus gradient tube 
and connect probe leads to the terminals of the heat stationing block 
per Applicable Document l.3 ~ 13 . 
2.4.2 Shut the vacuum closure of the test apparatus and acti-
vate the 2-inch diffusion and forepump vacuum system to evacuate the 
-5 probe space to 2 x 10 mm Hg . or less. 
2.4.3 Perform three Temperature Gradient tests . 
-3-
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( 2.4.3.l Perform test with 2°K negative gradient 
2.4.3.1.1 Adjust the power input to the ap-
paratus tube heaters to produce a nominal tube temperature of 205°K .::!:. 
2.5°K (Switch 320-L) and a negative temperature gradient across each 
probe half of 2°K + 0.25°K (Switch 300-D or 300-E). Allow time for the 
probe to reach temperature equilibrium with the gradient tube of the 
apparatus. This equilibrium is achieved when the variation in the 
gradient signal (Switch 300-D or 300-E) is less than 1.0 uv per hour. 
Record complete set of data on Data Form 1.4.4 and refer to Applicable 
Document 1.3.3 for switch location. 
2.4.3.1.2 Obtain probe data using Guildline 
Potentiometer, Instrument No. 364. Use Applicable Documents and Forms 
1.3.4, 1.3.12, 1.4.4, and 1.4.3 to record the following measured data. 
Upper gradient bridge excitation voltage (Switch 369-2) 
Upper gradient bridge excitation current (Switch 369-1-1) 
Upper gradient bridge signal voltage (Switch 369-3) 
Upper ring bridge excitation voltage (Switch 370-1) 
Upper ring bridge excitation current (Switch 369-1-3) 
Upper ring bridge signal voltage (Switch 370-2) 
Lower gradient bridge excitation voltage (Switch 369-4) 
Lower gradient bridge excitation current (Switch 369-1-2) 
Lower gradient bridge signal voltage (Switch 369-5) 
Lower ring bridge excitation voltage (Switch 370-3) 
Lower ring bridge excitation current (Switch 369-1-4) 
Lower ring bridge signal voltage (Switch 370-4) 
2.4.3.1.3 Obtain gradient apparatus data 
using Guildline Potentiometer, Instrument No. 300. Use Applicable 
Documents and Forms 1.3.3, 1.3.12, and 1.4.2. 
Measure and record upper gradient tube thermopile 
voltages (Switch 300-D) prior to and immediately 
following each group of measurements taken on the 
upper gradient bridge and on the upper ring bridge. 
0501 PART IV - Rev. C: 2 Feb.68 
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( 
Measure and record lower gradient tube thermopile 
voltage (Switch 300-E) prior to and immediately 
following each group of measurements taken on the 
lower gradient bridge and on the lower ring bridge. 
Measure and record the gradient tube temperatures 
on the L&N, K-3 potentiometer (Instrument No. 320) 
before and after the probe data is taken, using 
Data Form 1. 4. 2. 
2.4.3.1.4 Obtain set of data for gradient 
apparatus and test area conditions on Data Form 1.4.4 prior to and 
following 2.4.3.1.2 
2.4.3.2 Perform test with 0°K gradient 
2.4.3.2.1 Adjust the power input to the 
apparatus tube heaters to produce a nominal tube temperature of 225°K 
±. 2.5°K (Switch 320-L) and a temperature gradient across each probe half 
of 0°K + .l°K (Switch 300-D or 300-E). Allow time for the probe to 
reach temperature equilibrium with the gradient tube. This equilibrium 
is achieved when the variation in the gradient signal (Switch 300-D or 
300-E) is less than 1.0 uv per hour. 
2.4.3.2.2 Same as 2.4.3.1.2 
2.4.3.2.3 Same as 2.4.3.1.3 
2.4.3 . 2.4 Same as 2.4.3.1.4 Record complete 
set of data on Data Form 1.4.4 
2.4.3.3 Perform test with 2°K positive gradient 
2.4.3.3.l Adjust the power input to the ap-
paratus tube heaters to produce a nominal tube temperature of 245°K 
+ 2.5°K (Switch 320-L) and a positive temperature gradient across each 
probe half of 2°K + 0.25°K (Switch 300-D or 300-E). Allow time for the 
probe to reach temperature equilibrium with the gradient tube of the 
apparatus. This equilibrium is achieved when the variation in the gradient 
signal (Switch 300-D or 300-E) is less than 1.0 uv per hours. Record com-
plete set of data on Data Form 1.4.4 and refer to Applicable Document 
1.3.3 for switch location. 





2.4.3.3.2 Same as 2.4.3.1.2 
2.4.3.3.3 Same as 2.4.3.1.3 
2.4.3.3.4 Same as 2.4.3.1.4 Record complete 
set of data on Data Form 1.4.4. 
2.4.4 Pressurize the probe space in the test apparatus to one 
atmosphere of pressure with gaseous nitrogen. Open the apparatus vacuum 
closure and disconnect the cable leads from the heat stationing block, and 
remove the probe from the apparatus. Seal gradient tube opening and 
evacuate gradient tube to a vacuum of less than 1000 microns. 
2.5 Test Acceptance Criteria 
Refer to Applicable Document 1.3.15, Data Analysis Procedures, for 
reduction of the test data. 
2.5.l Gradient Bridge Temperatures 
The average temperature measured with each gradient bridge 
is to agree with the corresponding temperature of the gradient tube to 
within + 0.15°K. The magnitude of this difference when averaged for all 
acceptance tests without electronics is to be within + 0.10°K. 
PROBE GRADIENT APPARATUS 
Thermocouple Temperature(!) 
No. Half Designation(!) Designation Designation 
1 Upper TGll 320 J, K TAOl 
1 Lower TG12 320 M, N TA02 
2 Upper TG21 320 J, K TAOl 
2 Lower TG22 320 M, N TA02 
(1) The first digit refers to the probe number and the 
second refers to upper and lower half of the probe 
(1 for upper and 2· for lower). Zero in the first 
digit refers to the gradient apparatus. 
2.5.2 Gradient Bridge Differential Temperature 
The differential temperature of each bridge is to be 
evaluated on the basis of a "shorting ratio", which is computed for each 
probe half using the following temperature data: 
0501 PART IV - Rev. C: 2 Feb. 68 
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DTG Differential temperature measured with the Gradient 
Bridge 
DTA Differential temperature measured with the Gradient 
Apparatus 
TG Temperature measured with Gradient Bridge 
The shorting ratio is equal to DTG/DTA. The shorting 
ratio for each probe half during the test at 205°K + 2.5°K (2.4.3.1) shall 
be greater than 0.92. The shorting ratios for the test at 245°K (2.4.3.3) 
shall be greater than 0.93. 
The shorting ratio for each probe half is to be plotted as 
a function of absolute average temperature as measured by the gradient 
bridge, (TG), and a "best line" is to be drawn through the data. (Since 
the shorting ratio criteria is not used for measurements made with the 
probe in gradients less than 0.5°K, the "best line" may be determined by 
only two points.) d~ The slope of the "best line", 
shall be between 0.00015 and 0.00060 (°K-1). 
2.5.3 Ring Bridge Temperatures 
d (TG) 
for each probe half 
The average temperature measured with each ring bridge is 
to agree with the corresponding temperature of the gradient tube to within 
+ .15°K after the bridge offset correction for lead removal is applied. 
The magnitude of this difference when averaged for all acceptance tests 
without electronics is to be within + O.l0°K. 
PROBE GRADIENT APPARATUS 
No. Half Designation Thermocouple Temperature 
Designation Designation 
1 Upper TRll 320 J,K TAOl 
1 Lower TR12 320 M,N TA02 
2 Upper TR21 320 J,K TAOl 
2 Lower TR22 320 M,N TA02 
2.5.4 Ring Bridge Differential Temperature 
The differential temperature measured with the ring bridge 
is to be corrected for zero offset (2.5.5) resulting from lead wire removal 
during the probe assembly. 
0501 PART IV - Rev. C: 2 Feb. 68 
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The corrected differential temperature of each ring 
bridge is to be evaluated on the basis of a "shorting ratio" which is 
computed for each probe half using the following data: 
DTR/DTA. 
DTR = Corrected differential temperature measured 
with the ring bridge 
DTA Differential temperature measured with the 
gradient apparatus 
TR Corrected average absolute temperature 
measured with the ring bridge 
The shorting ratio for the ring bridges is equal to 
The shorting ratio for each ring bridge during the test 
at 205°K + 2.5°K (2.4.3.1) shall be greater than 0.55. 
The shorting ratios for the test at 245°K + 2.5°K 
(2.4.3.3) shall be greater than 0.56. All shorting ratios shall be less 
than 0.61. 
The shorting ratio for each probe half is to be plotted 
as a function of absolute average temperature as measured by the ring bridge 
(after the offset correction for lead removal is applied), and a "best line" 
is to be drawn through the data. (Since the shorting ratio criteria is not 
used for measurements made with the probe in gradients less than 0.5°K, the 
"best line" may be determined by only two points). 
(
DTR) 
The slope of the "best line", d DTA , for each probe 
half ring bridge 
d (TR) -l 
shall be between 0.00015 and 0.00060 (°K ). 
2.5.5 Gradient and Ring Bridge Differential Temperature Offsets 
The data obtained in accordance with 2.4.3.2 for the 
nominal 0°K gradient are to be used for computing the gradient and ring 
bridge differential temperature offsets. 
The computed gradient bridge differential temperature 
is to exhibit less than ± .004°K zero shift following its initial calibration 
(REC) when the differential temperature is that imposed per Paragraph 2.4.3.2.1. 
0501 PART IV - Rev. C: 2 Feb.68 
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The computed ring bridge differential temperature is to 
exhibit less than + 0.200°K total zero offset when the differential temper~ 
atures is that imposed per Paragraph 2.4.3.2.1. 
3.0 Probe and Electronics Temperature Gradient Tests 
3.1 Test Purpose 
3.1.l Functional Test of Probe-Electronics Sub-System 
3.1.2 Measure probe temperature gradient and absolute temper-
ature performance for comparison to those obtained without electronics 
at 2°K temperature gradient. 
3.1.3 Measure probe temperature gradient and absolute temper-
ature performance at 18°K temperature gradient. 
3.2 Test Equipment 
3.2.1 Temperature Gradient Apparatus, Applicable Document 
1.3.3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 17. 
3.2.2 Bendix Electronic Test Set, Applicable Document 1.3.19. 
3.3 Tests Required 
Two tests are to be performed with each of two Heat Flow model 
probes as indicated. 
Nominal 
Nominal Temperature 
Test Temperature Gradient Gradient 
No. (oK) (oK) Direction 
1 225 18 Positive 
2 245 2 Positive 
3.4 Test Procedure 
The test article consits of two Arthur D. Little, Inc. probes 
connected to the Bendix Electronics. Procedure 3.4 is to be performed 
first with one probe and again with the second probe. 
3.4.1 Place one probe into the test apparatus gradient tube 
and second probe into the storage tube provided in the apparatus. 
3.4.2 Place Bendix Electronics into the test apparatus space 
provided on water cooled shelf. Connect the jumper cable from Bendix 
Electronics to the test apparatus feed through cable (See Applicable 
Document 1.3.14). Place the radiation shield over gradient tube opening. 
-9-
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3.4.3 Shut the vacuUIIl closure on the test apparatus and activate 
the vaculllll system to evacuate the probe-electronics space to less than 
2 x 10-Snun Hg. Utilize liquid nitrogen trap installed in temperature 
-5 gradient apparatus 9-18-67 to maintain pressure below 2 x 10 nun Hg. with 
electronics outgassing. 
3.4.4 Perform two temperature gradient tests. (The order of the 2° 
and 18° tests is not important.) 
3.4.4.1 Perform test with 2°K gradient. 
3.4.4.1.1 Adjust the electrical power input to the 
apparatus tube heaters to produce a nominal temperature of 245°K + 2.5°K 
(Switch 320L) and a positive temperature gradient across each probe half 
of 2°K ±. 0.25°K (Switch 300-D or 300-E). Allow time for the probe to reach 
temperature equilibrium with the gradient tube of the apparatus. This 
equilibrium is achieved when the variation in the apparatus gradient signal 
(Switch 300-D or 300-E) is less than 1.0 uv. Record one or more complete 
sets pretest information on Applicable Test Data Forms 1.4.2 and 1.4.4. 
3.4.4.1.2 Obtain probe gradient bridge and probe 
thermocouple data. Give ETS conunands Cl, C4 and CS to readout probe No. 1 
data and conunands Cl, C4 and C6 to readout probe No. 2 data. Place ETS on 
printer readout and obtain 10 or more cycles of the following data. 
a. Upper and lower half probe gradient probe bridge temperature data. 
b. Upper and lower half probe gradient bridge differential temperature 
data in both the sensitive and insensitive modes. 
c. Probe cable temperatures obtained from thermocouples. 
d. Electronic box reference temperature. 
All data sheets and ETS data tapes are to be 
appropriately identified and dated. 
3.4.4.1.3 Measure and record the gradient apparatus data 
on applicable test data forms 1.4.2 and 1.4.4 inunediately prior to and after 
the performance of 3.4.4.1.2 as follows: 
a. Upper gradient tube thermopiles (switch 300 D) 
b. Lower gradient tube thermopile (switch 300 E) 
c. Gradient tube thermocouples (switch 320 J ,K, M and N) 
d. Gradient apparatus upper vacuum 
-10-
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3.4.4.1.4 Obtain upper half probe ring bridge data 
in the following manner: Place ETS on binary display readout. Give ·ETS 
command Cl and set ETS on Xl6 frame rate. Give ETS command ClO and repeat 
this command as often as is necessary to obtain in 10 octal heater state 
when testing probe No. 1 and a 30 octal heater state when testing probe No. 2. 
Set ETS frame rate on Xl. Give ETS commands C7 and C3 and confirm heater 
states on binary display. Place ETS on printer readout and obtain 10 or more 
cycles of the following data. 
a. Upper half probe ring bridge temperature data. 
b. Upper half probe ring bridge differential temperature data. 
Appropriately identify and date all ETS 
data tapes. 
3.4.4.1.5 Measure and record the gradient apparatus 
data on Applicable Test Data Forms 1.4.2 and 1.4.4 immediately prior 
to and after the performance of 3.4.4.1.4 as follows: 
a. Upper gradient tube thermopile (switch 300 D) 
b. Gradient tube thermocouples (switch 320 J, K, Mand N) 
-5 c. Gradient apparatus upper vacuum. (Less than 2 x 10 mm Hg.) 
3.4.4.1.6 Obtain lower half probe ring bridge data in 
the following manner: Place ETS on binary display readout. Give ETS command 
Cl and set ETS on Xl6 frame rate. Give ETS command ClO and repeat this command 
as often as is necessary to obtain a 14 octal heater state when testing probe 
No. 1 and a 34 octal heater state when testing probe No. 2. Set ETS frame rate 
on Xl. Give ETS commands C7 and C3 and confirm heater state on binary display. 
Place ETS on printer readout and obtain 10 or more cycles of the following data: 
a. Lower half probe ring bridge temperature data 
b. Lower half probe ring bridge differential temperature data 
Appropriately identify and date all ETS data 
tapes. 
3.4.4.1.7 Measure and record the gradient apparatus data 
on applicable test data forms 1.4.2 and 1.4.4 immediately prior to and after 
the performance of 3.4.4~1.6 as follows: 
a. Lower gradient tube thermopile (switch 300 E) 
b. Gradient tube thermocouples (switch 320 J, K, Mand N) 
c. G di (L h 2 X lo-
5mm Hg.) ra ent apparatus upper vacuum ess t an 
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3.4.4.2 Perform test with 18°K gradient. 
3.4.4.2.1 Adjust the electrical power input to the 
apparatus tube heaters to produce a nominal temperature of 225°K + 2 .• 5°K 
(Switch 320-L) and a positive temperature gradient across each probe half 
of 18°K + 2°K (Switch 300-D or 300-E). Allow time for the probe to reach 
temperature equilibrium with the gradient tube of the apparatus. This 
equilibrium is achieved when the variation in the apparatus gradient signal 
(switch 300-D or 300-E) is less than 10 uv per hour. Record one or more 
complete sets of pretest information on applicable test data forms 1.4.2 
and 1.4.4. 
3.4.4.2 . 2 Obtain probe gradient bridge and probe 
thermocouple data. Give ETS commands Cl, C4 and C5 to readout probe No. 1 
data and commands Cl, C4 and C6 to readout probe No. 2 data. Place ETS on 
printer readout and obtain 10 or more cycles of the following data: 
a. Upper and lower half probe gradient probe bridge temperature data. 
b. Upper and lower half probe gradient bridge differential temperature 
data in both the sensitive and insensitive modes. 
c. Probe cable temperatures obtained from thermocouples. 
d. Electronic box reference temperature. 
All data sheets and ETS data tapes are to be 
appropriately identified and dated. 
3.4.4.2.3 Measure and record the gradient apparatus data 
on applicable test data forms 1.4.2 and 1.4.4 immediately prior to and after 
the performance of 3.4.4.2.2 as follows: 
a. Upper gradient tube thermopiles (switch 300 D) 
b. Lower gradient tube thermopile (switch 300 E) 
c . Gradient tube thermocouples (switch 320 J,K, Mand N) 
d G di (L h 2 lo-
5mm Hg.) • ra ent apparatus upper vacuum . ess t an x 
3.5 Test Acceptance Criteria 
Refer to Applicable Document 1.3.15, Data Analysis Procedures, for the 
reduction of the test data and Applicable Document 1.3.l for Electronic box 
errors. 
3.5.1 Gradient Bridge Temperature 
The average temperature measured with each gradient bridge for 
the 2°K gradient is to agree with the corresponding temperature of the test 
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apparatus gradient tube within + 0.15°K plus the standard deviation in degrees 
of the error due to the electronic box. (Applicable Document 1~3.1)' 
For the 18°K gradient, the absolute average temperature measured 
be the lower gradient bridge is to be decreased by an offset of 0.2°K. The 
upper gradient bridge temperature, and the corrected lower gradient bridge 
temperature are to agree with the corresponding temperature of the test 
apparatus within + .15°K plus the standard deviation in degrees of the error 
due to the electronic box (Applicable Document 1.3.1) 
3.5.2 Gradient Bridge Differential Temperature 
The differential temperature obtained with each gradient bridge 
is to be evaluated on the basis of the shorting rates defined in paragraph 
2.5.2 of this procedure. 
Following the acceptance tests with electronics, the "best line" 
through the shorting ratios is to be recomputed. Since the tests without 
electronics are inherently more accurate than those which include the additional 
error due to the electronics, the shorting ratios from tests without electronics 
are to be weighted twice in recomputing the "best line". The "best line" 
calculation is described in Section 2.5.2. The recomputed "best line" shall 
meet the requirements with respect to minimum shorting ratio at 205°K and 245°K 
and with respect to slope, as specified in Section 2.5.2. 
The shorting ratio for each half probe obtained in the test at 245°K 
(3.4.4.1) shall be within + 0.0025 of the recomputed "best line" shorting ratio 
(equivalent to+ 0.005°K). 
The shorting ratio for each half probe obtained in the test at 
225°K (3.4.4.2) shall be within.±. 0.0025 of the recomputed "best line" shorting 
ratio (equivalent to.±. 0.050°K). 
3.5.3 Ring Bridge Temperatures 
The average temperature measured with each ring bridge is to agree 
with the corresponding temperature of the test apparatus gradient tube within 
+ 0.15°K plus the standard deviation in degrees of the error due to the electronic 
box. (Applicable Document 1.3.1) 
3.5.4 Ring Bridge Differential Temperature 
The corrected differential temperature obtained with each ring 
bridge is to be evaluated on the basis of the shorting ratio defined in 
paragraph 2.5.4 
- 13 -
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Following the test with electronics at 245°K, the "best .line" 
through the shorting ratios is to be recomputed. The tests without electronics 
are weighted twice in the computation, for the reasons described in Section 
3.5.2. 
The recomputed "best line" shall meet the requirements for maximum 
and minimum shorting ratio values and for "best line" slope as specified in 
Section 2.5.4. 
The shorting ratios for each half probe obtained in the test at 
245°K (3.4.4.1) shall be within.± .01 of the recomputed "best line" shorting 
ratio (equivalent to+ 0.010°K) . 
3.5.5 Cable Thermocouple 
The probe data obtained in accordance with 3.4.4.1.2 c and d is 
to be reduced using the ADL furnished thermocouple and electronic box temperature 
sensor calibration data (Applicable Doctnnent 1.3.20). The data from thermocouple 
nearest the probe is the only data requiring resolution. 
The computed thermocouple temperature is to meet the following 
criteria: 
TC TG - D~G + [0.5°K + Electronics Box Errors] 
where TC thermocouple temperature 
TG = temperature of upper probe half 
DTG differential temperature measured with upper probe half 
4.0 Probe and Electronics Thermal Conductivitl'.: Tests 
4.1 Test PurEose 
4.1.1 Calibrate probes and electronics at low thermal conductivity. 
4.1.2 Calibrate probes and electronics at high thermal conductivity. 
4.2 Test EquiEment 
4.2.l Thermal conductivity apparatus consisting of Chambers No. 1 
and No. 2. Applicable Doctnnents 1.3.6, 1.3.18, and 1.3.11. 
4.2.2 Bendix Electronic test set. Applicable Document 1.3.19 
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4.3 Test Required 
Nominal 
Heater Conductivity 
Probe Power Conductivity(!) Material 
Probe Half Heater (Watts) Material Temperature (oK) 
1 Upper 2 .002 Evacuated Beads 225 
2 Lower 4 .002 Evacuated Beads 225 
1 Lower 4 .500 GN Filled Beads 2 225 
2 Upper 2 .500 GN Filled Beads 2 225 
(1) 
Refer to Thermal Conductivity Determination for "K" Apparatus Test 
Material Over the 200°K to 250°K Operating Range - Dated 6/3/68 
4.4 Test Procedure 
The test article consists of two Arthur D. Little, Inc. probes 
connected to a Bendix Electronics Box. 
4.4.1 Probe and Electronics Test Preparation 
4.4.1.1. Place Bendix Electronics on water-cooled shelf 
of Apparatus Chamber No. 1. Insert probe No. 1 into the bore tube provided 
in the thermal conductivity material placed in Chamber No. 1. Insert probe 
No. 2 into the bore tube provided in the thermal conductivity material placed 
in Chamber No. 2. Connect the jumper cable from the Bendix Electronics to the 
test apparatus feedthrough cable (refer to Applicable Document 1.3.14). 
4.4.1.2 Shut the vacuum chamber opening on the test apparatus 
and activate the vacuum systems to each chamber to evacuate the probe 
electronics space to less than 5 x 10-Smm Hg. Refer to Applicable Document 
1.3.6. 
4.4.1.3 The set temperature of thermal conductivity material 
is to be in the range of 220 to 235°K and is to be maintained at + .5°K through-
out the test. 
4.4.2 Perform four thermal conductivity tests as indicated in 4.3. 
4.4.2.l Perform calibration test of probe No. 1 in conductivity 
Apparatus No. 1 at low thermal conductivity. 
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4.4.2.1.1 Evacuate the thermal conductivity 
material in Apparatus No. 1 using the bead tank vacuum pwnping system item 
207. 
4.4.2.1.2 Read and record one set of data on 
Applicable Form 1.4.5 for Conductivity Apparatus No. 1. The measured 
-5 chamber vacuum shall be 5 x 10 nnn Hg. or less and the bead pressure shall 
be 20 microns of pressure or less. 
4.4.2.1.3 Place ETS on lights readout and ETS 
cycle rate on Xl6. Then, select heater Hl2 in the off state by giving ETS 
command Cl and repeating command ClO as often as required to step heater bits 
to an octal reading of 00. Return ETS cycle rate to Xl. 
4.4.2.1.4 Place probe 1 in the probe select measuring 
mode by giving ETS connnands Cl, C4 and CS in the order given and set ETS in 
printer readout. Observe line 2 of Nwnber 0 data block (I.D. bits are 00 in 
octal). When the variation in the data of line 2 is less than 6 bits per hour 
proceed to the next step. 
4.4.2.1.5 Begin the thermal conductivity test by 
giving the ETS commands Cl, ClO, and C2. 
4.4.2.1.6 Observe printer readout and certify that 
mode identification is given by 10 octal and heater identification is given by 
02 octal. The low-K mode differential temperature and absolute temperature are 
given by 00 and 10 octal respectively on the P bits (first line of I.D. inform-
ation). Identify, date and time on tape at hourly intervals until test is 
terminated. 
4.4.2.1.7 Repeat 4.4.2.1.2 after start of test and 
at hourly intervals until the test is terminated. The exact timing of these 
data intervals is not critical to the test. 
4.4.2.1.8 The duration of the test from start to 
finish is approximately 24 hours. Observe line 2 of the No. 0 data block 
(P bits have a 00 octal value). Terminate test when the variation in the 
data of line 2 is 6 bits or less per hour. The test is terminated when connnand 
Cl is given to the ETS. 
Rev. A: 15 Dec. 67 
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4.4.2.1.9 After termination of test fill thermal 
conductivity material of Apparatus No. 1 with vaporized liquid nitrogen to 
atmospheric pressure. 
4.4.2.2 Perform calibration test of probe No. 2 in conductivity 
Apparatus No. 2 at low thermal conductivity. 
4.4.2.2.l Evacuate the thermal conductivity material 
in Apparatus No. 2 using the bead tank vacuum pumping system item 207. 
4.4.2.2.2 Read and record one set of data on Applicable 
Form 1.4.5 for Conductivity Apparatus No. 2. The measured chamber vacuum shall 
-5 be 5 x 10 mm Hg. or less and the bead pressure shall be 20 microns of pressure 
or less. 
4.4.2.2.3 Place ETS on lights readout and ETS cycle 
rate on Xl6. Then, select heater H24 in the off state by giving ETS command Cl 
and repeating command ClO as of ten as required to step heater bits to an octal 
reading of 24. Return ETS cycle rate to Xl. 
4.4.2.2.4 Place probe 2 in the probe select measuring 
mode by giving ETS commands Cl, C4 and C6 in the order given and set ETS in 
printer readout. Observe line 2 of the Number 3 data block (I.D. bits are 03 
in octal). When the variation in the data of line 2 is less than 6 bits per 
hour proceed to the next step. 
4.4.2.2.5 Begin the thermal conductivity test by 
giving the ETS commands Cl, ClO and C2. 
4.4.2.2.6 Observe printer readout and certify that 
mode identification is given by 10 octal and heater identification is given by 
26 octal. The low-K mode differential temperature and absolute temperature are 
given by 03 and 13 octal respectively on the P bits (first line of I.D. 
information). Identify, date and time on tape at hourly intervals until test 
is terminated. 
4.4.2.2.7 Repeat 4.4.2.2.2 after start of test and 
at hourly intervals until the test is terminated. The exact timing of these 
data intervals is not critical to the test. 
4.4.2.2.8 The duration of the test from start to 
finish is approximately 24 hours. Observe line 2 of the No. 3 data block 
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(P bits have a 03 octal value). Terminate test when the variation in the 
data of line 2 is 6 bits or less per hour. The test is terminated when 
command Cl is given to the ETS. 
4.4.2.2.9 After termination of test fill thermal 
conductivity material of Apparatus No. 2 with vaporized liquid nitrogen to 
atmospheric pressure . 
4.4.2.3 Perform calibration test of probe No. 1 in Apparatus 
No. 1 at high thermal conductivity. 
4.4.2.3.l The thermal conductivity material of 
Apparatus No. 1 is filled with vaporized liquid nitrogen to atmospheric pressure 
per 4.4.2.1.9. Allow approximately 20 hours for the temperature field of the 
thermal conductivity material to stabilize. After completion of test performed 
in 4.4.2.2 proceed to next step. 
4.4.2.3.2 Read and record one set of data on 
applicable form 1.4.5 for conductivity Apparatus No. 1. The measured chamber 
-5 vacuum shall be 5 x 10 mm Hg. or less and the bead pressure shall be 0 + 5 
inches Hg. gage. 
4.4.2.3.3 Place ETS on lights readout and ETS cycle 
rate on Xl6. Then select heater Hl4 in the off state by giving command Cl and 
repeating command ClO as often as required to step heater bits to an octal 
reading of 04 (3rd line of the I.D. information). Return ETS cycle rate to Xl. 
4.4.2.3.4 Place probe 1 in probe select measuring 
mode by giving ETS commands Cl, C4, and CS in the order given and set ETS in 
printer readout. Observe line 2 of the number 1 data block (I.D. bits are 
01 in octal). When the variation in the data of line 2 is less than 6 bits per 
hour, proceed to the next step. 
4.4.2.3.5 Begin the thermal conductivity by giving 
the ETS commands Cl, ClO, C7 and C3. 
4.4.2.3.6 Observe printer readout and certify that 
mode identification is given by 04 octal and the heater identification is 
given by 06 octal. The high K mode differential temperature and absolute 
temperature are given by 00 and 01 octal respectively on the P bits (first line 
I.D. information). Identify, date and time tape at hourly intervals until test 
is terminated. 
4.4.2.3.7 Repeat 4 . 4.2.3.2 after start of test and at 
hourly intervals until the test is terminated. The exact timing of these data 
is not critical to the test. 
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4.4.2.3.8 The duration of the test from start to 
finish is 6 hours. At plus six hours of test time terminate test by giving 
ETS conunand Cl. 
4.4.2.4 Perform calibration test of probe No. 2 in Apparatus 
No. 2 at high thermal conductivity. 
4.4.2.4.1 The thermal conductivity material of 
Apparatus No. 2 is filled with vaporized liquid nitrogen to atmospheric pressure 
per 4.4.2.2.9. Allow approximately 20 hours for the temperature field of the 
thermal conductivity material to stabilize. After completion of test performed 
in 4.4.2.3 proceed to next step. 
4.4.2.4.2 Read and record one set of data on 
Applicable Form 1.4.5 for conductivity Apparatus No. 2. The measured chamber 
-5 vacuum shall be 5 x 10 nun Hg. or less and the bead pressure shall be 0 + 5 
inches Hg. gage. 
4.4.2.4.3 Place ETS on lights readout and ETS cycle 
rate on Xl6. Then select heater H22 in the off state by giving conunand Cl and 
repeating command ClO as of ten as required to step heater bits to an octal 
reading of 20 (3rd line of the I.D. information). Return ETS cycle rate to Xl. 
4.4.2.4.4 Place probe 2 in probe select measuring 
mode by giving ETS commands Cl, C4, and C6 in the order given and set ETS in 
printer readout. Observe line 2 of number 2 data block (I.D. bits are 02 in 
octal). When the variation in the data of line 2 is less than 6 bits per hour 
proceed to the next step. 
4.4.2.4.5 Begin the thermal conductivity by giving 
the ETS commands Cl, ClO, C7 and C3. 
4.4.2.4.6 Observe printer readout and certify that 
mode identification is given by 04 octal and the heater identification is given 
by 22 octal. The high K mode differential temperature and absolute temperature 
are given by 02 and 03 octal respectively on the P bits (first line I.D. 
information). Identify, date and time tape at hourly intervals until test is 
terminated. 
4.4.2.4.7 Repeat 4.4.2.4.2 after start of test and 
at hourly intervals until the test is terminated. The exact timing of these 
data is not critical to the test. 
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4.4.2.4.8 The duration of the test from start to 
finish is 6 hours. At plus six hours of test time terminate test by giving 
ETS command Cl. 
4.4 . 3 Test the functional performance of heaters 1 and 3 on each 
probe . 
4.4 . 3.l The conductivity materials of Apparatus No. 1 and 
Apparatus No. 2 are at a pressure of one atmosphere of gaseous nitrogen per 
4.4.2.1.9 and 4.4.2.2.9. The probe space pressure can have any value up to 
760 mm Hg. 
4.4.3.2 Check the temperature stability of probe No. 1. 
Place probe in the select mode by giving ETS commands Cl, C4 and C5. Set ETS 
in printer readout. When the bridge signal given by the 2nd line in data 
blocks O and 1 (I.D. P bits 00 and 01 respectively) have a variation less than 
500 octal per hour proceed to the next step. 
4.4.3.3 Place ETS on lights readout and ETS cycle rate on Xl6. 
Place heater No. 1 on probe No. 1 in the on-state by giving ETS command Cl and 
repeating conunand ClO as often as required to step heater bits to an octal 
reading of 12. Return ETS cycle rate of Xl and return ETS to printer readout. 
4.4.3.4 Obtain 6 or more cycles of the upper half-probe 
gradient bridge data by giving ETS commands Cl, C4,C5 and C7. 
4.4 . 3.5 Immediately following one of the data printouts 
obtained in 4.4.3.4, give ETS command C3 which energizes heater No. 1 at the 
0.5 watt level. 
4 . 4.3.6 Immediately following the first data printout obtained 
in 4.4.3.5 give ETS command Cl to de-energize heater No. 1. 
4.4.3.7 Obtain 6 or more cycles of upper half-probe gradient 
data. No additional ETS commands are required . 
4.4.3.8 Place ETS on lights readout and ETS cycle rate on Xl6. 
Place heater No. 3 on probe No. 1 in the on-state by giving ETS command Cl and 
repeating command ClO as often as required to step heater bits to an octal 
reading 16. Return ETS cycle rate to Xl and ETS readout to printer. 
4.4.3.9 Obtain 6 or more cycles of lower half-probe gradient 
bridge data by giving ETS commands Cl, C4, CS and C7. 
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4.4.3.10 Immediately following one of the data printouts 
obtained in 4.4.3.9, give ETS command C3 which energizes heater No. 3 at the 
0.5 level. 
4.4.3.11 Immediately following the first data printout 
obtained in 4.4.3.10 give ETS command Cl to de-energize heater No. 3. 
4.4.3.12 Obtain 6 or more cycles of lower half-probe gradient 
data. No additional ETS commands are required. 
4.4.3.13 Check the temperature stability of probe No. 2. 
Place probe in the select mode by giving the ETS commands Cl, C4 and C6. Set 
ETS in printer readout. When the bridge signal given by 2nd line in data blocks 
2 and 3 (I.D. P bits 02 and 03 respectively) have a variation less than 500 
octal per hour proceed to the next step. 
4.4.3.14 Place ETS on lights readout and ETS cycle rate on 
Xl6. Place heater No. 1 on probe No. 2 in the on-state by giving ETS command 
Cl and repeating command ClO as often as required to step heater bits to an 
octal reading of 32. Return ETS cycle rate to Xl and ETS readout to printer. 
4.4.3.15 Obtain 6 or more cycles of the upper half-probe 
gradient bridge data by giving ETS commands Cl, C4, C6 and C7. 
4.4.3.16 Immediately following one of the data printouts 
obtained in 4.4.3.15, give ETS command C3 which energizes heater No. 1 at the 
0. 5 watt level. 
4.4.3.17 Immediately after the first printout obtained in 
4.4.3.16 give ETS command Cl to de-energize heater No. 1. 
4.4.3.18 Obtain 6 or more cycles of upper half-probe gradient 
data. No additional ETS commands are required. 
4.4.3.19 Place ETS on lights readout and ETS cycle rate on Xl6. 
Place heater No. 3 on probe No. 2 in the on-state by giving ETS command Cl and 
repeating command ClO as often as required to step heater bits to an octal 
reading 36. Return ETS cycle rate to Xl and ETS readout to printer. 
4.4.3.20 Obtain 6 or more cycles of lower half-probe gradient 
bridge data by giving ETS commands Cl, C4,C6 and 7. 
4.4.3.21 Immediately following one of the data printouts 
obtained in 4.4.3.20, give ETS command C3 which energizes heater No. 3 at the 0.5 
watt level. 
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4.4.3.22 Innnediately after the first printout obtained in 
4.4.3.21, give ETS connnand Cl to de-energize heater No. 3. 
4.4.3.23 Obtain 6 or more cycles of lower half-probe 
gradient data. No additional ETS connnands are required. 
4.4.3.24 Date and identify all tapes. 
4.4.4 Remove probes and electronics from thermal conductivity 
apparatus. 
4.4.4.1 Isolate the vacuum system to the chamber of each 
apparatus by closing valves V252 and V254. 
4.4.4.2 Pressurize the chamber of each apparatus to 
atmospheric pressure with vaporized liquid nitrogen. 
feed-through cable. 
4.4.4.3 Initiate gaseous nitrogen purge at each chamber. 
4.4.4.4 Lift and rotate chamber vacuum doors. 
4.4.4.5 Disconnect electronics box from ETS apparatus 
4.4.4.6 Remove probes and electronics box from the 
conductivity apparatuses. 
4.4.4.7 Rotate and shut chamber vacuum doors. 
4.4.4.8 Evacuate thermal conductivity apparatus chamber. 
4.5 Acceptance Criteria (See Applicable Document 1.3.15 for data analysis 
procedures) 
4.5.1 Probe performance at a thermal conductivity of 7.7 x 10-5 
watt/cm °K (low thermal conductivity). 
The data obtained for the active probe half in accordance 
with 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2 are to be reduced using the REC gradient bridge 
calibration data, and BxA electronic box calibration factor. The gradient 
bridge differential temperature are to be computed for each data point. 
The curve of the gradient bridge differential temperature 
as a function of time is to have the following characteristics: 
a. Shape of curve to be similar to that obtained with Engineering 
Model Probe No. 2 tests K3B through K3F. 
b. The curve shall have a rise of 0.2 to 0.50°K at a heater power 
level of .002 watts. 
Rev. A: 15 Dec. 67 




4.5.2 Probe performance at a thermal conductivity of 1.8 x 10 
watt/cm°K (high thermal conductivity). 
The data obtained for the active probe half in accordance 
with 4.4.2.3 and 4.4.2.4 are to be reduced using REC ring bridge calibration 
data including offset corrections and BxA electronic box calibration factor. 
The curve, representing rate of change of the ring bridge differential 
temperature as a function of time, ~(~T)/~8, is to have an average slope of 
0.0016 + 0.0005°K/min at 300 minutes from the beginning of the test . 
4.5 . 3 Performance of Probe Heaters 
When heater No. 1 and 3 on each probe are momentarily energized, 
the corresponding gradient bridge signal, five minutes after heater actuation, 
will have an octal value that is smaller than the value prior to heater actuation 
by a minimum of 2000 octal. 
5.0 Electronic Box Temperature Bridge and Cable Thermoco.uple Tests 
5.1 Test Purpose 




5.2 . 1 BxA ETS (Applicable Document 1 . 3.19) 
5.2.2 Potentiometer (L & N K-3) and calibrated thermocouple 
(± . 1°K accurancy). 
5.3 Test Required 
One test required in which the temperature of the electronics mounting 
plate is measured at the vicinity of the temperature bridge. 
5.4 Test Procedure 
5.4.1 Thermally bond calibrated thermocouple junction to the 
electronics box and prepare measuring system for reading out thermocouple 
voltage (See Applicable Document 1.3 . 23). 
5.4.2 Place probe and electronic box on test bench in room 
environment. Connect jumper cable to BxA ETS and electronics box. Insulate 
outside of electronic box mounting plate with insulating foam board. Place 
probes into 12 ft, long double barrel isothermal tubes. Allow at least one 
hour for probes and isothermal tube to become temperature equilibrated. 
Rev A: 15 Dec. 67 
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5.4.3 Give ETS commands Cl, C4, CS C8 and C9 to printout probe 
No. 1 cable thermocouple data and electronic box reference junction data. 
Obtain temperature data for a period of one hour. 
5.4.4 Give ETS commands Cl, C4, C6, C8 and C9 to printout probe 
No. 2 cable thermocouple data and electronics box reference junction data. 
Obtain temperature data for a period of one hour. 
5.4.5 Simultaneous with 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 read calibrated thermo-
couple voltage at about 2-minute intervals. 
5.4.6 Terminate test by giving ETS commands Cl and turn off power 
to electronics. 
5.5 Acceptance Criteria 
Thermocouple voltage measurements are to be reduced using AVCO 
thermocouple calibration data. 
ETS printout data for electronic box temperature bridge is to be 
reduced using REC bridge calibration data (Applicable Document 1.3.20) and 
BxA electronic box calibration factors (Applicable Document 1.3.1). 
The temperatures obtained for both the calibrated thermocouple and 
electronics box bridge are to be graphed on the same time base. Agreement 
between the two shall be within± [0.5°K + Electronic Box Errors] 
Thermocouples No. 2, 3 and 4 on each cable are to show a maximum 
differential temperature of + [0.5°K + Electronic Box Errors] 
Rev. A: 15 Dec. 67 
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OPERATION OF GUILDLINE POTENTI.OHETER 
INSTRU~IBNT NOS. 300 and 364 
1. Rele<:ise all "Sensitivity" buttons on potentio~ete1·. 
2. Set i\m1U.ficr Zero at Galvanometer SG'nsitivity "l/10" 
a. Always :.cro the amplifier with its input open. Release either 
' all "S..,r.sitivit:v" h11tt:.ms or both "C.alvanon1eter Reverse" buttons · ~ ~--
·or both "Standardize" and ".Measure" but tons. This is the correct 
procedure for the amplifier connected for serJes .fe:edback and ad-
justed to low gain. 
b. The zero is determined by the ~echanical ~onstraints of the ampli-
fier galvanometer, and it shows hysteresis after large overloads. 
Therefore, always operate the secondary galvanometer at high 
sensitivity (1/10) and attenuate, if required, at the potenti-
·ometer rather than at the galvanometer. This procedure keeps 
the signal level at them am?lifier input down. 
c. The zero will drift appreciably in nomal opera ti.on) and gal van-· 
one-cer reversal must always ·be used to asc"ertain balance during 
measurement. 
d. The 11 Zero" positions of the: Guildlin.i switc!1es exter.-ial to t1-.e 
potcntio~etcr do .not sho~t th~ potc~tiomctcr input, but rather 
replace the respective signal source by an c~uivalent resistor. 
3. Sta:1d~rdizc Galvanometer -------
:ro stc.ndelrdi.zc~, ~laC.e. ."Sensitivity" button.s in. nonlocl~ing position 
buttons and set galv~no~eter se~sitivity at 1/10. Besin bala~ce by 
.r 
. 
mo~cntarily pressing potentiometer sensitivity button 01 a~d balance. 
to 0ithin 10 uv. Attention: NEVER begin with buttons 2, 3, 4. 
NEVER pre~s both galvano~etcr + and - buttons simultaneously. These 
:nir. t nk0.G coHld damage the r1 l:nnd~r.cl cell hy ch:nw:i.ng cxcQc:;r.d.vc cur:rcnt 
fro;:a it. 
Stand~rdize galvanometer prior to any tempcratur~ gradient tests. 
Check standardization several times during p~ogress of test. 
1... Check Amplifier Zero 
. 
Release "Standardize" button and pro,cecd as in Step ~ above. 
5. Xeasure Inpui Voltage with Potentiome ter 
Set polarity and range to the expected values on the potentiometer . 
dials, if 'the value is known. Set the potentiometer measuring dials 
to about ten percent below the expected va~uc nnd then proceed to 
Step No. 8. However, if the value of the signal and its polarity is 
not known; the following bracketing fec~niquc should be used: 
a. Set the potentiometer range dial to .01, the signal polarity to 
(+) and all measµring dials to ze:co. Depress the 11 ~foas 11 and 
"Calv +" button on the potentiometer. Then, depress momentarily 
the "Calv No. 111 button and note the direction of the deflection 
on the galvanometer. 
b. Set the potentiometer measuring dials· to 100000 value and the 
signal .polarity dial. to (+). Momentarily de.pres~ "Galv No. 1" 
button and again note the direction 9f the galvanometer de.flee-· 
tion. 
If deflection in "b" .is in the direction opposite to .that obtained 
in "a"~ the signal has a value between 0 and 100000 with range dial 
set at .01. 
If, on the other hand) the two d~flectio~s are in the same direction, 
then position the signal polarity switch on (-) and again 6eprcss 
"Galv :No. l" .button. 
If the direction of the deflection is opposite to that obtained in 





If the direction of ti1c deflection is still the same as that obtained . 
in 11 a" 1 proceed to the next stc;p. 
}i_OT~ 
Extreme caution should be used in 
depressing sensitivity buttons • 
. They should be used only in the 
. momentary contact position (dots 
parallel to long directio~ of 
nanopot case) until val~e is well · 
bracketed. 
c. Repeat Step 5.b. wi~h increa~ing , values on dials and range until 
~cflection dircc~ion changes.· At some point ·bcfo~e this occurs, 
there will,be a noticeable difference in the galvanometer reponsc 
between the plus trial value and the minus trial val~e. At this 
point, one should discontinue trial values with polarities that 
indicate gross signal vs. pot differences, i.e., very rapid gal-
vanom~ter movement. 
d. When a deflection direction change is noted, decrease the dial 
setting by one. Increase the next lower decade dial setting until 
a deflection diiection change is noted at this level. Reduce this 
value by one and continue this process down to the extreme right 
side. At the lower values, switch noise will be quite noticeable. 
True zero can only be nbtained by reversing galvanometer and 
noting deflection values with buttons locked dm·m and hands off 
the pot. When using this techniqu~,· disregaid Steps 6, 7~ an~ 8. 
6. Press "Heasurc'1 butto1~, c;nd,' with 'sensitivity buttons in the nonlock-
· ing position, press 01 button ~omentarfly. Note direction of galvan-
ometer deflection. 
7. Try progressively increasing values on the "0.01 11 dial until deflcc-
tion Jirection chan~cs. Then reduce this value by o~e. 
S. ~cpeat Step 7 at each decreasing deccde until number of significant 
figures desired is obtained • 
.I 
9. Always use galvanometer reversal to avoid 
-3-
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Note polarity, ranie and all dial settincs, including zeroes, on.the 
appropriate data forms. 
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PROCEDURE FOR PLACE:'-lENT AND REMOVAL OF PROBE FROM 
~ERATURE GRADIENT AND '.!:'HER..'-'!AL COi'iDUCTIVITY .£:PPARJ\TUS 
Cc.refully remove out coming probe fr"om bore tube and . place into 
age hole. 
Place bore tube cvacua t:.on plug assembly :i_nto top of tube and 
ate bore tube. 
stor-
evacu-
Remove machine scr~ws from circular junction 6bver and remove cover. 
Remove aluminum foil tape holding cable in heat stationing grooves • 
Loosen binding posts on circular junction plate . and carefully remove 
probe cables from posts .. 
Coil probe cable ·and carefully take the probe and cable out of the 
apparatus. 
7. Very carefully insert incoming prob2 into storage hole. 
8. Separate probe cable wires for easy identification~ 
9. Upper and lower probe cables are identified by cable number. (Refer 
to Rosemount's cable i<lent;ification sheet for correct number for a 
-particular pr~be.) For each probe half the gradient and ring bridges 
·are banded white and black respectively. 
10. Firmly attach each.individual wire to its proper binding post ac~ord­
ing to the schedule in Table I. 
11. Recheck binding post for proper probe wi~e connection. 
12 . . Coil one loop of each . cable in the hcct stationing grooves o: the 
·circular jG~~tion box a~d tape down wit~ cluminum foil tape. 




14. Connect potentiometer to probe bridge and check out leads at Switch 
399, after ma~ing sure #364 nanopot is out of the circuit (all 
buttons released), 
15. Apply voltage to uppe~ gradient bridge with probe bridge power supply 
position Cl in the positive mode. 
16. Depress switch ~369-3 and read out on potentiometer. (This is pri~ 
~arily a polarity and continuity check. It is not possible to check 
polarity of the signal leads unless there is a known gradient in the 
probe.) .. 
17~ Repeat Steps 15 and 16 for the other three bridges using power supply. 
and read out "switches as identified on "switch coding summary" sheet. 
Coriect ~ny mistakes befo~e proceeding. 
18. Bleed dry N2 gas into bore tube and remove plug assembly from the top 
of the bore tube. 
19. Take the probe· out of the storage hole and carefully lower it _into 
the bore tube until it bottoms on the probe stop. 
20. With the probe emplacement tool push the <:mall radiation shield do'm 
to the tof_ of the probe. 
21. Place the large r adiation shield arbund the probe cable and slide it 
down to the top of the b9re tube. 
22. Remove any extraneous equipment from the top vcicm.;rr. chamber and :ce-
place covt:.r. Evacuate. the chamber with the auxiliary 5 C. F, M. vacuum 
pump over a period of 10 minutes. When top chamber pressure is less 
·than 29" hi3hJ the 4u high vacuu~11 ·valve may be opened. 
- NOTE 
Steps 18 through 22 should be completed 
as rapidly as possible because of the 
thermal pertibation intro2uccd by the 
\:.'ailn high pressure i as" · 





( 23 • If there <tre no apparent leaks then the· probe. clwn:;c is' com?lcted, 
NOTE 
The thermal con<lu~tivity apparatus docs 
not have nor docs. it require a probe 
storage hole. When applying the above 
procedure to the therr.1al conductivity 
apparatus, the bore tube of the appa-
ratus is used as the storace hole. 
.. 
. 
. . . .. 
. . 
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TABLE I ----
PROBE C/d~LE COi'\~:tCTIONS TO CIRCUL/\R JUNCTION PLATE 
TE-:-lPERATURE GRADIEi'\T AND THlrn~rAL CONDUCTIVITY APPARATUSES 
_ll.P_pcr Probe Cable Identification . Apparcitus .Junction Plate }fa r.kinp~ 
Brid3c & Color No. or ., 
Band Color Pol~~ti Lettc;;_ Position 
Red plus pl Outer Terminal 
Brown minus Gradient Bridge 
and Yellow plus 






. ; ' • II ou'ter 
II Inne1: 
., 
Bl.uc plus sl Outer " 
White minus s1 II lnn<0.r 
Red plus p 'l 
..) 
II Ou tel.' · 
Brown minus 






Black Band Green minus v3 
11 ·xnn~r 
Blue plus s3 I II Outer 




, .. . : . 
. H . 
. ·'·· 1 . 






Lower Probe Cable Identification 
• . 
Circular Junction Plate Marking 
Bridge . & Color No. or 
Bcind Colo;~ ?o}arity 
Red plus 
Let te-:t Position 
'O Outer 'I'ermii::2.1 ""2 · 
Brow;, minus 
Gradient Il;:-iclge 
Yellow plus and 
p . II Ir1ner 
2 
Ii v · Ou~e~ 
2 • 
\.fnite 3and G;:-cen r:linus 
· ' .. 
Ii .Xnne.':c v2 
Blue pll:s II Outer s2 





Lo~cr ?robe Cable Identification 
Bridge & Color No. or 
B<rnd Color Polarity . : 
.. 
Circular Junction Plnte Xark:i.n& 
Lettcx- Positfon -------
Red plus · 'Outer Terminal P4. 
Brown minus II Inner P4 
Ring pridge 
Yellow plus and 
II Outer V/1 
Black Band Green minus II Innc1: V4 _ 
Blue plus rl Outer ~4 
White minus II Inne:i: s4 
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1.0 Introduction 
Data reduction and analysis procedures are described for heat flow 
probe test programs conducted at Arthur D. Little, Inc. The data reduc-
tion procedure depends on previous calibrations conducted on a component 
level and the data analysis procedure provides additional information re-
quired for interpretation of heat flow probe assembly data. Sections 3-6 
present the methods used for interpreting ADL test data; Section 7 gives 
a description of recommended procedures for subsequent heat flow probe 
data reduction. Refer to Test Procedure No.· 0501, Part II, for the 




TAOl Absolute average temperature - upper 
TA02 Absolute average temperature - lower 
DTAOl Temperature difference - upper 
DTA02 Temperature difference - lower 
Probe Gradient Bridges 
TGll Absolute average temperatur e - Probe 1 - upper 
TG12 Absolute average temperatur e - Probe 1 - lower 
TG21 Absolute average temperature - Probe 2 - upper 
TG22 Absolute average temperature - Probe 2 - lower 
DTGll Differential temperature, gradient sensor, high 
sensitivity, Probe No. 1, upper half 
DTG12 Differential temperature, gradient sensor, high 
sensitivity, Probe No. 1, lower half 
DTG21 ; Differential temperature, gradient sensor, high 
sensitivity, Probe No. 2, upper half 
DTG22 Differential temperature, gradient sensor, high · 
sensitivity, Probe No. 2, lower half 
DTGLll Differential temperature , gradient sensor, low 
sensitivity, Probe No. 1, upper half . 
DTGL12 Differential temperature, grad~ent sensor, low 
sensitivity, Probe No. 1, lower half 
DTGL21 Differential temperature , gradient sensor, low 
sensitivity, Probe No. 2, upper half 
DTGL22 Differential temperature, gradient sensor, low 
sensitivity, Probe No. 2, lower half 
Probe Ring Bridges 
TRll Absolute average temperature - Probe No. 1 - upper--·· 
TR12 Absolute average temperature - Probe No. 1 - lower 
TR21 Absolute average temperature - Probe No. 2 - upper 
TR22 Absolute average tempera·ture - Probe No. 2 - lower 
DTRll Differential temperature, ring sensor - Probe No. 1 -
upper 
DTR12 Differential temperature, ring sensor - Probe No. 1 -
lower 
DTR21 Differential temperature, ring sensor - Probe .No. 2 -
upper 
DTR22 Differential temperature , ring sensor - Probe No. 2 -
lower 
Reference Junction Bridge 
TCR Absolute average temperature of reference junction 
Thermocouples 
TCll Temperature differ ence between lowest junction (at 
uppermost gradient sensor) and reference junction -
Probe 1 
TC12 Temperature difference between lowest and top thermo-
couple junctions - Probe 1 
TC13 Temperature difference between lowest and second 
highest thermocouple junctions - Probe 1 
TC14 Temperature difference between lowest and s·eco'nd 
lowes t thermocouple junctions - Probe 1 
TC21-24 Same as above for Probe 2 
2.2 Length 
LA Centerline-to- centerline spacing of thermopiles on AT 
Apparatus gradient tube (corrected to 225°K) 
(• 18.684 in.) 
LG Centerline-to-centerline spacing of .Probe gradient 
sensors (225°K) 






3.0 Reduction of "t.T Apparatus" Test Data 
3.1 "t.T Apparatus" Instrumentation 
3 . 1.1 Absolute Average Temperature (TA) 
Four reference thermocoupies are located along the gradient 
tube in the "t.T Apparatus". The locations correspond to the centerline 
positions of the gradient sensors. Therefore, an arithmetic average of th~ 
upper two thermocouple temperatures corresponds approximately to the average 
temperature indicated by the upper gradient bridge; and similarly, the 
lower two thermocouples , to the lower gradient bridge. 
The thermocouples were calibrated individually by Avco 
Corporation. The four copper-constantan thermocouples were found to have 
the same calibration. Section 8 . 2 gives the actual values of thermocouple 
temperature and EMF at 0.1°C intervals over the operating temperature ranges 
(the calibration accuracy is<+ 0. 1°K) . 
Average gradient tube temperature is found by converting 
measured EMF's into temperatures using the Avco Corporation tabulations and 
linear interpolation . The arithmetic average t emperature is found for upper 
and lower locations and converted to °K by addition of 273.159 to the average 
temperature in °C. Including instrumentation , the er ror band on absolute 
temperature is + .13°K. 
3 .1. 2 Differential Temperature (DTA) 
Measuring thermopiles are also located across the upper and 
lower probe half l ocations . These are ten- junction chromel-constantan 
assemblies which were calibrated by Rosemount Engineering Company at eight 
data points. The EMF versus temperature data for both the gradient tube 
thermopiles can be obtained by applying a linear correction fact~r of 10~046 
to the standard chromel-constantan data t abulation (ORNL 3649, Vol . 2). The 
calibration error for the t hermopiles is + .0012°K ; with errors· for readout 
included, the thermopile accuracy is ± . 002°K. 
- 3-
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3.2 Probe Data (Without Electronics) ·. 
3.2.l Gradient Sensors (TG, DTG) 
Bridge output voltage (E ) is measured for known excitation 
0 
voltages (Ei) of both positive and negative polarity~!) The effect of thermal 
EMF's can be eliminated by using 
E+ - E 
0 0 
E+ - E. 
i l. 
where the superscripts represent the polarity of the excitation pulse. 
Bridge resistance (~) is also measured by monitoring the 
voltage drop across a precision resistor in the bridge circuit so that bridge 
current may be calculated. Again polarity is reversed and excitation voltages 
are also measured . 
Probe Sensor Bridge Data Reduction Procedure 
Required Input 
Basic Model 
Let yl • ~ 
y2 ~ E • _.£ 
Ei 
xl - t oc [• Tl in REC nomenclature 
• temperat ur e of l ower sensor] 
x2 - 6t oc 




Y1 • c1 + c2x1 + c3xi + c4 cx1 - 100) x~ 
+ c5x2 + c6x2 c2x1 + x2) 
2 
c7 + cax1 + c9xl + c1ox2 
+ c11x2 c2x1 + x2> 
+ c12 {x2 (4xt - Jooxi> + ~ (6xi - 3oox1> 
. + x~ (4x1 -100) + x;} 
c1 through c12 are calibration constants furnished by Rosemount 
Engineering Company for each br.idge · (see applicable document 
1.3.2 of Test Procedure 0501, Part II). 
E Iterative Technique for Solving for t and ~t. given ~· o/E~ and Bridge 
Calibration Constants 
a. Let yl ~ experimental value 
y2 - ~ Eo experimental value 
Ei 
and let y -ln 
y -2n 
nth estimate of Y1 using REC equation 
nth estimate of Y2 us ing REC equation 
b. Let F • ln 
F • 2n 
-
Rev. E:lO April 68 
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CS + 2C9Xln + 2Cllx2n 






Is .I Error lj < .01 ? 
Is !Error 2j < .0001 ? 
If not, let n • n + 1 
xln ... xln Error 1 
x2n - x2n - Error 2 
and return to step iii. 
If so, computation is complete and 
x -.1 
x2 - x 2n 
- t •c 
• At °C ' 
' 
d. 
e. Iterative Procedure 
i. Set n • o 
ii. Assume initial values 
x10 m (Y1 - 502.5)/1.99 
x20 • Y2 
iii. Compute ~ dF aFln 2n 
Fln Error 1 • - - --ax2n ax2n 
taF2 !)Fln · Error 2 • __ n 
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V• Finally, convert to °K and find bridge average temperature 
The computer program used to solve these equations is listed in Section 8.3. 
3.2.2 Ring Sensors 
3.2.2.1 Absolute Average Temperature (TR) 
Following calibration at Rosemount Engineering 
Company, the interconnecting leads on the ring bridge are shortened by about 
20 cm. The removal of this wire results in a nominal decrease of 0.80 in 
bridge resistance or a nominal error of 0.4°K in absolute temperature measure-
ment, relative to the original calibration. In reducing Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
test data, measured ring bridge resistance is increased by the approximate 
value of O.Sn. The procedure described in 3.2.1 is then used to obtain TR 




, Ei' E1 and (~ + 0.8) . 
Subsequently, an additional absolute temperature 
offset is found by finding the mean value of the experimentally determined 
quantity, (TR - TA). Then , since the temperature coefficient of resistance 
is about l.990/°K 
TR off set • -0.4 + (TR - TA) °K mean 
or 6~ • -0.8 +.1.99 (TR - TA) 0 mean 
The temperatures listed on the Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
data summary sheets (see Section 8.1.2) for TR (Column 5) have been corrected 
for the off set (6~ in equivalent 6T °K) shown on the performance criteria 
sheet (see Section 8.1.4). 
3.2.2.2 Temperature Difference (DTR) 
The removal of interconnecting lead wire may also 
introduce a zero offset in the DTR measurement. This offset is determined 
from data obatined in tests With near zero temperature differential across 
the bridge. These tests are tabulated at the bottom of the test data summary 
sheet (Section 8.1.2). The mean value of the offset and standard deviation 
from the mean are presented on the performance criteria sheet . (Section 8. 1.4) 
-7-
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Actual ring bridge temperature difference for 
"non-zero" gradient tests is found by subt racting the offset from the value 
of DTR found using the normal Rosemount Egnineering Company data reduction 
procedure. Values of DTR (Column 8, Test Data Summary, Section 8.1.2) have 
been corrected for zero offset. 
3.3 Probe Data (With Electronics) 
3.3.1 Gradient Sensors (TG, DTG) 
When tests are conducted using probe electronics, the data 
E reduction procedures to convert electronics output signals to Ra and o/Ei 
involve several calibration factors and data reduction procedures provided 
by Bendix Aerospace Systems Division. For each gradient bridge, two such 
factors are needed for DTG measurement, one more ·for DTGL measurement, and 
another for TG measurement. In addition, the total resistance of the bridge 
excitation leads must also be known. (This value is provided as calibration 
data by Rosemount Engineering Company.) Calibration constants are summarized 
on the "Calibration Constant" data sunnnary sheet in the form shown in Section 
8.1.1. TG and DTG may then be found using the procedures of Section 3.2.1. 
3. 3.2 Ring Sensors (TR, DTR) 
For each ring bridge, two electronics calibration constants 
are needed for DTR and one more for TR measurements. Lead resistance is also 
required. The ring sensors do not have a low sensitivity mode ·of operation . 
In ring bridge measurements , the value of Ra is to be 
corrected by the ARa offset factor before proceeding with data reduction , 
following the procedures given in Section 3.2 . 2. 
3.3.3 Reference Junction (TCR) 
The reference junction sensor is also a bridge, but has only 
two elements with resistance which varies with temperature. There is an 
E .. 
electronics calibration constant associated with finding o/Ei for the 
reference junction. 
The reference junction sensor measures absolute temperature 
of the reference junction block located in the probe electronics box. A 
Rosemount Engineering Company calibration at five temperatures (-20, u, 25, 
-8-
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50, 90°C) is used to determine the constants i n the following equation: 
E 




Subsequently TCR can be found using the calibration constants and o/Ei data . 
3.3.4 Thermocouples (TC) 
The eight thermocouples (four in each probe cable) in a 
probe assembly are initially calibrated by Rose~ount Engineering Company at 
90° , 200°, 250° and 350°K with their reference junctions maintained at 0°C. 
The four data points for each thermocouple are used to define three ranges 
(90° to 200°K, 200°K to 250°K, and 250°K to 350°K) and to f ind a linear 
correction factor to apply to a standard chromel-constantan data tabulation 
(ORNL 3649, Vol. 2) within each range. 
Data reduction r equires use of an equation involving three 
constants to convert electronics box output to a t hermocouple EMF. Then, 
the measured EMF is scaled by the l i near correction factor which applies to 
the particular thermocouple in the particular r ange of absolute temperature 
operation to obtain and equivalent standard differential EMF. The procedure 
begins with the known reference junction temperature (TCR) obtained from the 
procedure in 3.3.3. Then the standard EMF's for TCll or TC21 may be added 
to the standard EMF at (TCR) to det ermine the standard EMF of ·the lower 
junction in probe 1 or pr obe 2 respectively. The corresponding' absolute 
temperature of the lowest thermocouple junction in each probe may then be 
found by linear interpolation in the standard tables . 
The absolute temperature at the lowest thermocouple position 
(at the location of the uppermost probe gradient sensor) iS'then usea as a 
reference level for the other three thermocouples. The EMF ' s indicated after 
application of the electronics data reduction procedures represent differences 
between the lowest thermocouple and the highest (TC12 or TC22) ,, .a.~.c.on.d highest 
(TC13 or TC23) , and third highest (TC14 or TC24) thermocouples respectively. 
The detailed steps are as follows: 
3.3.4.1 Find standard EMF at TCR. 
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c2 (T-350) 250 to 350°K 
c2 (250-350) + C3 (T-250) 200 to 250°K 
c2 (250- 350) + C3 (200-250) 
90 to 200°K 
+ c4 (T-200) 
E Calculate std (1st approximation)for thermocouple . 
E real DELE 
f 
3.3.4.2 Add measured EMF to standard EMF at reference 
junction temperature. This corresponds to the "real" EMF of the thermocouple . 
3.3.4 . 3 Estimate an approximate temperature using the 
"real" EMF and standard tables. 
3.3.4.4 Calculate the difference between "real" and 
standard EMF's at the approximate temperature from the equation developed 
from Rosemount Engineering Company calibration data . 
3.3.4.6 Find corresponding temperature in standard t ables . 
Use this temperature and repeat steps 3. 3.4 . 4. to 3.3.4 . 6 until two successive 
approximations differ by less than 0.01°K. This is then the temperature for 
the junction. 
3. 3.4.7 Since upper themocouples are referenced to the 
bottom thermocouple junction, the "real" EMF for TC12, TC13 and TC14 (or 22, 
23 and 24) is found by subtr acting the measured EMF from E 1 for TCll (or 21) . r ea 
3.3 . 4.8 Repeat steps 3 . 3 . 4.4 through 3.3.4 . 6 to find 
corresponding temperatures . 
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( 4.0 Interpretation of 6T Appar atus Test Data 
4.1 Gradient Sensors 
4.1.1 Absolute Average Temperature 
Absolute average temperature measurements made1, ~.iF.it ;~~ ,, .. 
probe are compared to those indicated by the corr esponding gradient ap-
paratus tube instrumentation. The values should agree within the accuracy 
of the respective measurements at temperatures across the probe of 2°K or 
less. 
However, additional error is introduced for nominal 20 ° 
temperature differential tests. This is due to the fact that the probe 
is radiatively coupled to the gradient tube. Although the gradient tube 
temperature distribution is essentially linear, at high 6T's the radi-
ation resistance varies from the hot to the cold end of the probe and 
introduces a non-linear distribution in the probe. Therefore, absolute 
temperature measurements tend to be less accurate in a 20° gradient t han 
in gradients of 2° and below across a pr obe half. 
The difference between absolute average t emper ature mea-
sured by temperature gradient apparatus ins t rumentation and the cor res-
ponding probe gradient bridge is tabulated ~n Column 6 on t he t es t da ta 
summary. s}le.ets . (Sect i on 8.1. 2) . The standar d devi a tion of these differ -
ences is used as a performance criteria for absolute temperature measure-
ment . This value is presented on the "performance criteria" s ummary sheet 
for each br idge. 
4 . 1 . 2 Differential Temperature 
4 . 1. 2 .1 "Best Line" Analysis 
Since the heat flow probe act s as a par allel 
thermal pat h to the gradient tube and since i t is r adiatively coupl ed to 
the gradient tube, the probe sensors detect a temperature differential 
which is less than that across corresponding points i n t he gradient tube. 
The ratio of pro.be 6T to gradient tube 6T (across a corresponding dis t ance 
has been referred to as t he "shorting ratio") . 
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The shorting ratio for each test data point 
is tabulated in Column 9 on the test data summary sheets (Section 8.1.2). 
Because of the radiative coupling effects, this ratio is a function of 
temperature. 
The test data for all tests, except those run 
at near-zero temperature difference, are used to determine the equat~on 
of a "best line", in a least mean square error sense~- through values of 
this ratio versus absolute temperature. 
Then the deviation from the "best line" is found in terms of a temperature 
difference (Column 10). The predicted value of DTG • DTA [K1 + K2 ~G] 
Deviation • (DTG) Experimental -(DTG) Predicated 
• (DTG) Experimental -(DTA) [Kl+ K2 (TG)] · 
Deviations are tabulated for all "non-zero" tests . 
The standard deviation of data points from this 
line (in °K) is used as one performance criterion. "Zero 6T" tests and 
"20° 6T" tests are not included in the standard deviation calculation. 
Therefore, this figure represents an error band on nominally "2° 6'1;'11 , 
probe bridge measur ements. 
4.1.2.2 Effective Length Analysis 
FIN EFFECTIVENESS MODEL FOR HEAT FLOW PROBE 
1. Derivat ion 
The model developed for interpreting the "de" shorting performance 
of the heat flow probe assumes that the probe is a cylindrical fin of 
known size and conductance. The fin is inserted into a concentric sur-
rounding material which is separated from the fin by a radiation gap. 
·A linear temperature distribution in the axial direction exexists in the 
surroundings. By assuming that the system is symmetrical about the mid-
point of a half probe, the model shown in Figure 1 is obtained. 
-12-
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FIGURE 1 
FIN MODEL FOR HEAT FLOW PROBE 
"DC" SHORTING ANALYSIS 
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Per unit length: hTTD .. 4ae: T3 TTD _.!_ 21~ 
where ~ • total radiation resistance around probe 
TTDh ~ let m2 --- - _.!_ 21~ KA 21 
and 0 • T - TB 
Equation: a
20 2e axz -m -
Homogeneous soln: 
Particular soln: 










Therefore if X • 0 is the midpoint of a probe half and 1 is the dis-
tance from the midpoint to the end of the probe half, the temperature 
distrigution in the proga can ga found a& T(x), for an imposed aurroundin& 
temperature field described by T
0
(x) • TB+ Cx, where C is the constant 
temperature gradient in the surroundings. 
For the present heat flow probe design: 
Probe half thermal resistance • 





10,950 °K/watt upper 
14,240 °K/watt lower 
watts cm 
OK (1) 
Heat transfer to surroundings is described by a heat transfer co-
efficient, h, which includes radiative transfer and conduction into sur-
roundings. For analysis of 6T apparatus results, the value of h is 
determined by radiation resistance only : 
., 
-14-
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(1) at x • 0 T(o) • T or 9 • o B 
(10) 
(2) at X • L, assume that heat loss from end of probe is character-
ized by an effective heat transfer coefficient, h • Then e 
~ 
ax 
From condition 1: 
0 - c 1 
From condition 2: 
-h 
• __,!. [9 - CL] 
k 
or c - -c 2 1 
mx -mx (e - e ) + ex 
he [ ( mL -mL)] (emL + e-mL) + C - k'."" cl e - e - elm 
c 1 
or C • - - [ . . - h l 1 m. L . ( m -mL) . e ( mL . . -min 1 
Therefore, 
·e + e + mk e - e ) 
-mx mx (e - e ) 
L . L he .. mL -mL (em + e-m) + -- (e - e ) 
mk 
Simplifying for mx and mL >> 1 
+ x } 
mx 
_S2. •. 1 - ....!. _ __.e..__ __ 1 
x -mL (1 - -) e L 
ex · mx h 
emL(l + ~) 
mk 
or finally, 
e , x 1 -----CL L mL 
x -mL(l - -) E L 
h 
:.(1 + m: ) 
















h ~ .. ~ - (mL) ~ 
mk 4 4L 
(22) 
(23) 
AT __probe ~ 
AT ' L thermopiles 
wit~ mL • [ ~ ] 1/2 4~ 
} 14,240 lower half 














2. Application to AT Apparatus Tests 
Relating this to the AT apparatus measurements, we observe 
AT e • ~ probe gradient sensors 
AT C • 2(LA) thermopiles on gradient tube 
where 2(LA) • centerline spacing of thermopile& 
AT __probe 
AT thermopiles 
~.x _ _l 
L L mL 
x -mL (1 - -) 
e L 
h 




A further assumption is needed to assign a value to h , the end heat e 
transfer coefficient. A reasonable approximation is to set the value of 
he equal to the equivalent coefficient for the sides of the probe. 





5.67 x l0-12 watts/cm2 °K4 
0.9 
T • average probe half temperature (test data) °K 
D • • 75" average probe diameter or 1. 9 cm 
21 •probe half length - measured for each probe half~ 53·cm • 
. (corrected to 225°K - from room T - .040" thermal contraction) 
2(LA) • centerline spacing between thermopiles 
(corrected to 225°K) :: 18.68" or 48.2 cm 
6T probe ~ measured temperature difference across probe bridge (test data) 
6T • measured gradient tube temperature difference between 
thermopiles thermopiles (test data) 
Test data and dimensions are substituted in eq. 24 and used to solve 
by trial and error for X. "Effective probe length" • 2X. 
If 2y or LG • centerline gradient sensor spacing, then the measuring 
point on the sensor cands displaced toward the center of the probe by 
(y - x). 
Since a major thermal connection between the probe body and the sen-
sor element at each probe half end is an epoxy bond at the end of the 
can toward the middle of the probe section, the effective measuring point 
should lie in a band between the epoxy.joint and the centerline on each 
sensor element. 
Since the distance between the sensor centerline and epoxy joint is 
0.7" for a typical sensor, 
0 < (y-x) < 0.7" 
Analysis of test data will permit narrower limits to be assigned. 
DTG The values being computed for each data point (TG, DTA) on each 
half probe are: 




displacement of measuring point inward from sensor. 
centerline 
effective length of probe 
ratio of probe effective length to centerline spacing 
of gradient sensors. 
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( 
2X The ratio LG is used as the performance criterion for probe bridge 
temperature gradient measurement. 
4.2 Ring Sensors 
4.2.l Offset Determinations 
As described in Section 3.2.2.1, the lead wires in the 
ring sensor bridge are shortened by about 20 cm. following the original 
bridge calibration at Rosemount Engineering Company. This results in an 
offset in bridge resistance (affecting absolute temperature determination) 
and may introduce a "zero shift" in bridge output signal (affecting tem-
perature difference determination). Both these offsets are determined in 
the course of testing in the ADL differential temperature apparatus. 
4.2.1.1 Absolute Average Temperature 
Since the bridge resistance is decreased by a 
nominal value of 0.80 due to lead wire removal, test data for ring sensors 
is originally reduced by adding 0.80 to the measured value of bridge re-
sistance, and using the data reduction procedure of Section 3.2.1. The 
absolute average temperatures so calculated are compared with the 6T 
Apparatus absolute average temperatures, by tabulating the differences 
between corresponding pairs of values. The mean value of the differences 
is then taken for all tests in the series and this is assumed to be the 
additional off set. For example, if all the temperatures measured by a 
particular ring bridge turned out to be 0.1°K l ower than the gradient 
tube readings, then it would be assumed that the difference was due to 
additional offset equivalent to 0.20 of bridge resistance. The bridge 
resistance off set then is estimated as 
6R_ • -0.8 + 1.99 (TR-TA) ohms -~ mean 
or 6TR • -0.4 + (TR- TA) °K mean 
This value is tabulated on .the performance criteria sheet for each ring 
bridge. (See form in Section 8.1.4). 
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4.2.1.2 Temperature Difference 
The additional "zero offset" for the ring bridge 
1• obtained during ADL teat1ng. 'l'h11 value 1• obtain•d by 1caling th• 
gradient tube temperature difference to predict a temperature difference 
for the ring bridge for "near zero" A'T tests. 
The predicted temperature difference then is: 
J1!U. (DTR)predicted • F (LA) (DTA) 
where 
F • 8900 g 
8900 + 5280(100) TR 
(Derivation for F factor given in Section 
4.2.3.1) . The offset then is the mean value of the difference between 
predicted and indicated values for DTR in all "near zero" 6T tests. 
Once the offset is determined, all the values of DTR are corrected ac-
cordingly. The mean offset and the standard deviation of offsets from 
the mean are tabulated on the performance criteria data sheet (Section 
8.1.4). 
4.2.2 Absolute Average Temperature (corrected for offset) 
The standard deviation of the differences between TA 
and TR, following offset correction, is used as a performance criterion 
for absolute temperature measurement. 
4.2.3 Differential Temperature (corrected for offset) 
4. 2. 3.1 Ring Bridge Shorting Factor ·; 
The ring sensors are connected by four heavy 
interbridge lead wires which tend to produce additional shorting (with 
respect to overall shorting of the probe assembly between gradient sen-
sors) in the ring bridge region. The model assumes that the ring bridge 
acts as a separate unit and ignores the coupling between the ring sensors 










Rw - 5.5 (2.5:) (3500) OK - 8900 watt 
8900 and F - -! 8900. '+ 52:0 3) 
-l <100> 
coupled to the surroundings, in this case, the gradient tube of the 
temperature gradient apparatus. For simplification, we assume it is 
not thermally connected to the probe body. The ring sensors are con-
nected to each other by the bridge leads which run inside the outer probe 
body wall. Since the surface area of these wires is small, we neglect 
radiative coupling of the wires to the surroundings. The model then 
·becomes: 
RING 
F • (DTR) (LA) ~-
DTA LR • ~ + ~ 
For purposes of the model, we assume the ring sensor guard acts as tne 
effective radiation area and that it has an emittance of 0.95. Then 
The four #23 Karma bridge leads have a half length of about 5.5 in. and 
OK 
each wire has a resistance of 3500 W tt • Therefore a -cm 
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4.2.3.2 "Best Line" Analysis 
The data from the tests conducted at nominal 
~T's of± 2° and± 20°K are used to estimate the ratio (DTR/DTA) after 
DTR has been corrected for offset. These values are tabulated in Column 
9 of the data summary sheet. Following a similar procedure to that used 
for the gradient sensor data (Section 4.1. 2.1), a "best line" is found 
for this ratio as a function of absolute temperature (TR). The equation 
for the "best line" and the standard deviation of individual test points 
(for nominal ± 2° ~T tests only) from this line are indicated on the per-
formance criteria sheet. Individual deviations from the "best line" are 
presented in Column 10 of the data summary sheet. (Note that the.ring 
sensors operate outside their calibrated range in the nominal ± 20° ~T 
tests.) 
4.2.3.3 Length Criteria 
In addition, the shorting ratio data are used 
to calculate an experimental value for the F-factor (at 225°K) described 
in Section 4.2.3.1. The value of the F-factor, computed using the "best 
DTR ' line" value for OTA at 225°K and the length ratio, is estimated by first 
computing the length ratio: 
Length ra.tio LR - -LA 
and then the sorting ratio: 
"Best Line" Ratio at 225°K 
Shorting ratio (or F-factor) • Length Radio · 
This last ratio is used as a performance criterion and is given on the 
ring bridge performance criteria sheet. The model predicts a value of 
.95 for the F-factor at 225°K. 
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5.0 Reduction of "K Apparatus" Test Data 
5.1 Mode 2 Tests (Low Conductivity Range) 
The Mode 2 test involves actuation of one of the probe heaters 
at a .002 w power level. Subsequently, the gradient bridge at the 
corresponding location is read out at various time intervals (see Test 
Procedures No. 0501, Part II, Section 4.0). 
The gradient sensor data is reduced according to the procedures . 
outlined in Section 3.2.1 or 3.3.1, depending on whether or ?Ot probe 
electronics are used. The temperature rise of the sensor under the heater 
is tabulated as a function of time. 
5.2 Mode 3 Tests (High Conductivity Range) 
The Mode 3 test involves actuation of one of the probe heaters 
at a 0.5 w power level. Subsequently, the ring bridge at the corresponding 
location is read out at frequent time intervals. Ring bridge data is reduced 
according to the procedures outlined in Section 3.2.2.2 or 3.3.2 depending 
on whether or not probe electronics are used. The temperature rise of the 
ring sensor nearest the heater is tabulated as a function of time. 
-22-
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6.0 Interpretation of "K Apparatus" Test Data 
6.1 Mode 2 Tests 
The thermal conductivity of the probe's surroundings is related 
to the steady-state temperature of the gradient sensor lying beneath the 
actuated heating element. The actual relationship between temperature and 
thermal conductivity is based both on comparison with Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
test data and upon models presently being developed from analog model analysis 
(Columbia University Heat and Mass Transfer Laboratory) sponsored by the 
principal investigator, Dr. Langseth. 
6.2 Mode 3 Tests 
Thermal conductivity is related to the transient response and 
signal amplitude indicated by the ring sensor following actuation of the 
nearest heater in Mode 3. Again, interpretation of results is based upon 
comparison of response curves with previous experimental data and with 
analog model predictions (Columbia University, sponsored by Dr. Langseth). 
In the "K Apparatus" the simulated lunar materials are retained by an epoxy-
fiberglass sheath into which the probe is inserted. Since the thermal 
conductivity of the sheath corresponds to that of the highest anticipated 
lunar conductivity, appreciable shorting down the sheath occurs. This effect 
must be separated.out to enable an estimate of the conductivity of the 
parallel "lunar" path to be made. Originally, it was anticipated that 
this effect would be present only during testing and that the actual lunar 
hole would be unlined . Subsequently, it has been deemed necessary to line 
the hole for the lunar experiment also. Therefore, interpretation of lunar 
data should be quite similar to that of "K Apparatus" data if the liners ·are 
of similar construction. The "K Apparatus" configuration has been simulated 
in an analog model analysis along with simulations for an unlined lunar hole. 
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7.0 Recommended Procedures for Subsequent Probe Data Reduction 
and Interpretation 
7.1 Gradient Sensors 
Basic data reduction procedures are the same as those described 
in Section 3.3.l. 
7.1.l Transient Behavior 
Probe absolute average temperature represents the absolute 
average temperature of the surroundings in a steady state environment. In 
a transient environment, the probe absolute temperature lags the environ-
ment in a manner indicated approximately in Figure 7.1 which shows typical 
probe response (dotted lines) to changes in absolute temperature imposed 
using the 6T Apparatus gradient tube. The probe lags by about 40 minutes 
in this test. 
Transient response to a changing temperature difference 
across a probe half is shown in Figures 7.2 to 7.4. Again, about a 20-30 
minute probe response time is indicated. Full interpretation of probe 
performance in a transient environment requires sophisticated modeling 
which would be provided, if it should be necessary, by the principal in-
vestigator in the final interpretation of lunar data. 
7.1.2 Probe Shorting Model Applied to Environment with 
Spreading Resistance 
The model described in Section 4.1.2.2 may be modified 
to approximate probe shorting performance in a low conductivity environ-
ment--e. g., lunar material. 
Heat loss from the fin is described by a coefficient h, 
which can be corrected to include the additional effect of a ·"spreading" · 
resistance outside the radiative resistance. 
Since the radiation resistance has been linearized and 
is in series with the spreading resistance, R , the two resistances may sp 
be added to give the total resistance. This is not an exact procedure, 
since the value of R is assumed to be uniform around the probe, while, sp 
in fact, R becomes uniformly distributed only at the large distances sp 
-24-
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t nrnuo 1N u. ~ - &, 
a. Isothermal sphere 
1 R .. _.....__ 
s 4ira~ a • equivalent radius of borehole 
b. Isothermal long cylinder of length • 2L and radius • a 
R 
1 ln (2L) -4irL~ s a 
c. Isothermal prolate spheroid (major axis • 2L , 
minor axis • 2a) 
1 L +I L2 2 R ln - a -s 8ir~ .j L 2 2 L - ~ L2 2 - a - a 
from the probe. However, this technique may be used to obtain a reason-
able idea of lunar performance. In interpretation of actual lunar data, 
the true system geometry should be t reated mor e exac t ly (probably by a 
two-dimensional computer model , if spr eading resistance is large in com-
parison to radiation r esistance) to ge the best estimate of undisturbed 
lunar temperature distribution. 
In a lunar material of thermal conductivity ~ (watts/ 
cm °K), spreading resistance for a half probe may be modeled in severa~ 
approximate ways which have been presented in Appendix 5, Design Defini-
tion of Heat Flow Probe (report to Bendix by Arthur D. Little, Inc., 




A half probe is about 2111 long and the borehole d1ameter 
is nominally l" . Using these dimensions, the values of spreading 1esis-
tance computed for Models b and c are: 
TABLE I 
ESTIMATES OF LUNAR SPREADING RESISTANCE 
(watts) R (°K/watt) Model B R (°K/watt ) Model C ~ cm °K sp sp 
2 x 10-5 455 .· 600· 
10 -5 4 x 228 280 
4 x 10-4 22.8 28 
4 x 10-3 2.3 2. 8 
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4~probe 
AT o moon 
• 1 - -1. (L) 
mL X 
x 
e-mL c1 - L'> 
D 
(1 + mL 4L) 
e-mL (1 - I) 
•. .. . . D . 
AT 
( probe ) 
ATo moon (1 + mL 41) 
The maximum value for spreading resistance of the lowest 
conductivity lunar material around a probe half appears to be about 600°K/wat_t. 
These spreading resistances are in series with a radiation resistance which 
varies with probe temperature level. 
TABLE II 
ESTIMATES OF PROBE HALF RADIATION RESISTANCE 




As has been noted before, in a highly conductive moon, 
radiation resistance predominates. At the low end of probable lunar con-
ductivities, spreading resistance controls probe shorting in a steady heat 
-flow field. 
7.1.3 Error Analysis for Lunar Measurement 
x a. Errors in L Determination 
Experimental data from AT apparatus tests are used 
to compute the "effective probe length", 2X, which will be used subsequently 
to interpret lunar data. Uncertainties in the determination of X, due both 
to experimental error and inadequacies in the model, will introduce an error 
into the interpretation of lunar data. In the "lowest K" moo'n, a: .measure-
ment with the "highest K" probe (upper half) should allow~lunar : (6T /2X) to .. . 0 
be estimated with less than 5% error. 
Starting with eq. 24 (Section 4.1.2.2) and basing ~T 





L ~ .865 .!L 4L 
10,950 ]1/2 
2,600 - 2.1 
The worst case is for lowest I). and an upper half probe: 
~ .. 10,950 
R._ + R • 650 (conservative estimate) -~ sp 
Typical values of Z (based on Engineering Model 2 data): 
(Note that this is the minimum value of mL which would be obtained. in 
the operating range. Eq. 16 (Section 4.1.2.2) was simplified by assum-
-mL ing mL and mx >> 1, so that e . could be neglected in comparison to 
mL e For this case, the error introduced by the simplification is equiva-
lent to neglecting .122 relative to 8.17 or about a 1.5% error. For more 
exact results, eq. 16 should be used. 
To compute allowable (X) for a 5% error in T (moon): L o 
t. (x) • ___ ....;1::.-.--
L t.T a ( probe ) 
X t.T · · a(-) o moon 
L 
t.T 
( ·probe ) 
flT · · o moon 
(.05) 
For the above conditions (worst case): 
(7) 
x or a 10% error in 1 can cause about a 5% error in t.T0 (mch>n) es'ti• 
mation. For the Engineering Model 2 probe, the standard deviation in ~ 
is less than 1/2%. 
b. Errors in Spreading Resistance Estimate and/or Probe 
Conductance 
An uncertainty in either probe resistance or spread-
ing resistance ~sults in an uncertainty in the value of mL. Starting 
again with equation 4, we obtain 
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attbu~ iJl.l.ittlt,llnr. 
a AT ( probe ) • 
AT 
o moon a(mL) 
x -mL(l - -) 
e L 





L (l - ·L) X (-) + ] x mL 
( 
(8) . 
D where variation in the (mL 
41
) term has been neglected due to its small 
effect. 
Again, for a 5% error in AT (moon) attributed solely to an error 
0 
in mL, we find for the worst case conditions set forth in the previous 
section: 
1 A(mL) .. _,___A_T ___ _ 
a ( probe ) 
Cl(mL) AT o moon 
. 05 
AT 
( probe ) 
AT o moon 
or A(mL) • .188 
(9) 
Since mL ~ 2.1, the error on mL is about 11.5%. 
so about a 20% error in the resistance ratio could be 
inaccuracy in AT (moon). 
I ~ 1/2 
But mL a (R) , 
sp 
tolerated for a 5% 
0 
In the actual experiment, an overall error of 5% is allowed. A 




AR 15% . sp 
7~2 Ring Sensors 
Data reduction for ring sensors involves . the following steps: 
7.2.1 Reduce probe output data to ~ and Eo/Ei using pro-
cedures involving the electronics calibration constants as described in 
Section 3.3.2. 
7.2.2 Add A~ shown for performance criteria sheet to indicate 
~ and use (~ + A~) and Eo/Ei to solve for TR and DT~ following the 





7.2.3 Add "zero offset" shown on performance criteria sheet 
to value of DTR found in 7.2.2 to obtain final value of DTR, ring bridge 
temperature difference. 
7.3 Reference Junction 
After using electronics data reduction procedures described 1in 
Section 3.3.3, the cubic equation shown in this Section is solved for TCR 
using the calibration constants tabulated on the reference junction cali-
bration constant data sheet. 
7.4 Thermocouples 
Data reduction for thermocouples follows procedures described 





8.l Data Summary Forms 
8.1.1 Calibration Constants 
8. l.2 Test Data Summary 
8.1.3 Performance Criteria: Gradient Bridge 
8.1.4 Performance Criteria: Ring Bridge 
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HEAT FLOVJ PROBE PROGRAM 
Bondix Contract SC 0242 
Caso 68647 S 
CA.LIBR.!.,.'i'IO~ · CO~STA~TS 
PROBE lL.\LF E.:!2 - I tJP/?£R.. 
S/'!\ d-- ~ :;t 7 
. GR,@J i?fV / BRIDGE 
DATE I - I 7 - (,,. 9 
Rose=ount E~ginccring Co. Calibration Constants* 
Cl "' ,5°0 ~ 8' 3~~1 7 £ ·+03 C7 .. -: .. 930/7,;;;_3/ £ -03 
C2 = ,1CJ'7DhLfJ3 t;+-OI CS a .. ;o~ L/-CJ b8'S:E - <.:>i 
CJ = - • 3,5"°g- ~I t,,S""~ E-03 C9 .. ... 17 3 0 'if '?7 I./. £ -e>S-
C.4 .. ,. i :2. 3 3 ~ 79 b £ -C>'j ClO .. - ., 91 b '-/- 3 D Lf S-
cs .. ~ q1 1fCJ 'f I bC/ Cll .. ., IL/-7 ~ b8"1S- E - 03 
C6 = - • /7q 31 (p°JCj {? -D3 Cl2 = " 11 D ¥-.9 L/-bD G - C.> 8 
TOTAL EXCITATIOX LEAD RESISTANCE a /6 77. 0 n 
P I ----- k • • 005 4-'i I u R .. _.;;;..;).;;...O;_.i_/ __.jl~· i)I);;...· ..;;..__;..__ ___ ohm } 
P __ -""s"""--- k • I 'i ., cl CJ '-1 ohm 
?~1- k = ,, 00 J, I :J... I it> mho 
CE~7ERLI~~ SE0ARATIO~ OF SE~SORS AT 225°K 
* For r:~~ bric0c, a correction factor is determined during ADL tests to determine 
. Eo 
of fsct in ~ and ~ E1 due to shortening of interbridgc leads following Rosemount 
En~i~ceri~~ Co. calibration 
3s;-1 
ctrthur iJ.1!.ittlr.1lnr. 
HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
Bondix Contract SC 0242 
Caso 68647 .:::, 
PROSE HALF F:2 - / 1-.0 w £R.. 
S/N ,_;l ·~ ;;2.. 3 
.(;f<.ftDJEirc BRIDGE 
DATE I - I 7 - !£, l 
Ros~~ount E~gineering Co. Calibration Constants* 
Cl .., • S-o ::2 i, o 4- Co D E + 0 3 
C2 = " j C[ 0, 1 ) S'°I 0 ff -t- D I 
C3= -,.~::i.g-0'3:::tlSE-D3 
C4 .. - • 7~:1~ 1£i~O_ e-D9 
cs .. • q °I iv 4- lv C) ;i_ 01 
c 6 ... - p i &> ~~ I lo lo 8' € - O 3 
C7 a - ., 35;;.._:;-5 ;L~ 0 £- a ) 
cs .. - • S-7 q 3 CJ 7 CJ ;;:z. ~ -DS 
C9 .. , ~ 5'-f J D I 3 °I E - 0 h 
ClO ... _ • q C; b t:j 3 3 7 .:i_ . 
C11 "" " I '+ & g ;;i_ 0 {o '-I" E - 0 3 
C12 = •• / D 7 4-4- 4- <;?-0 E - O ~ 
TOTAL EXCITATION LEAD RESISTA.'{CE = / J 6, ff',. 0 12 
\ 
,~_ /"'") 
Elect ro:.ics 1 °"-.... 
P __ ;)..'-"--- k .. " o o Sl}- t-/ D lf R ... _ _.Q{"""""'o ___ J__._l ....,trD"--";;.._ ___ ohm 
p & ----- k"" ,;l.Q,000 ohm 
? __ ;...../ .;;...D __ k • , OD :2 7"2. /(p oho 
CE!;:E?J.I~::: SEPARATIO~ OF SENSORS AT 225°K J ){ . lP 3 0 in. 
* For ri:.; bricbe, a correction factor is detcr:nincd during ADL tests to deter.nine 
off set in ~ and ~ ~~ due to shortening of intcrbridge leads following Rosc~ount 
En~inec:in~ Co. calibration 
3~-.1 
HEAT FLOVI/ PROBE PROGRAM 
Bondix Contract SC 0242 
Caso 68647 
" -CA.Ll3RATIO~ · co~STA~TS 
PROSE lL.\LF 1-.2 - / 
S/~ ;;2 :1- :;;:i_ 7 
a / f\J <?> BRIDGE 
I 
DATE / - I I - 0 7 
Ros~=ount E~ginccring Co. Calibration Constants* 
Cl"' ~ 5'"C>.:1. (pOC°j03 E:-t o~ 




• ")IP9So;;>_,h8 E- 01 
- · ~S-S-'?7..S-79;;;, E -O'f 
cJ = - oulf.:2S5"33 E:-t>3 
" 
C4"" - "'I <J(o§:;-q '-/-1 .E -DB 
CS .., r t) q L~ L~ 8 ~ CJ /o G 0-0 





-.,;-io2CJ°I h&' F-o.6 
- ., q q t> '1 o s-sc; 
d I Lf g 1 ~.:l I 0 E - 0 ~ 
c/072. /8/C/.-€-Dif' 
TOTAL EXCITATIO~ LEAD RESISTA.""{CE .. // .;( b £ 7 n 
Electronics ,:::: :2_ CHA..\~"EL I 
p L3 k. l OOS-l/-'to 3 Ra ;:;:i o L {b-D ohm 
p Nit k .. /..)It oh.':l 
? 17 k • , 0 0 'J. 7 :;L I X" oho 
c::~;:EiU.I~:: SEPARATio~: OF SENSORS AT 225°K IL.· -:). 97 b in. 
* For ri~; bridge, a correction 
offset in R8 and ~ ~~ du~ to 
En~i~ccri"~ Co. calibration 
factor is detcr::iincd during ADL tests to determine 
shortening of interbridge leads following Rosemount 
3--S-3 
'"') .... r 11 u r il ? 1 ; t ti ,, ~ l 11 .. ~' •• ..._ • -..td~ L'-•- \.. 
HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
Bondix Contract SC 0242 
ca so 6 8 6 4 7 c) 
' · · ··cALIBRATIO-:\ CO~STA~TS 
PROBE HALF F ,;J. - / l-0 lU r;; P-
S/N ~d..~3 
R, I\) G BRIDGE 
DATE I - I 7 - /;zCj 
I 
Rosc=ount E~gin~~ring Co. Calibration Constants* 
Cl"' , 5-0::>. i.+-t:;· o~°I ~ + 03 C7.,. • :.2.°J 12f 7a ~3 6 ~OI 
C2 = ~ i q 1 I 4- .:2. 4- D 5. --t-- 0 I ca ,.. 0 I 7 5 (µ l:, 7 s J E - 0 ~ 
C3 = - , :2'13SD ~°JSE -63 C9 ... .. 7 'ft :::2. ~ 0 0, Lj-~ €-Ob 
C4 = - , ~ 1 &, 3 0 3 b /. E -6 ~ ClO .. - .. C) 'i ~7 Lf- lo lo l/-
C5 • • qc, Ii, l~Y.5°' Cll.. , / lj-\.}-~ 7 O;J...() 13 -D3 
C6 = - • ~ 0 I ~ q 7 I I E - D-3 Cl2 "' «.. } :i_ ) / 3 Cj 4- 3 '=- - 6 8 
TOTAL EXCITATIOX LEAD RESISTA.~CE .. J J 1 b. :3 n 
Elect :-0:1ics ___ _.F_-_.......;(-=----- ·cHA.\"'XEL I 
P I '-f ----- R ... _...;:;;'2.~o;,_,£,..1--'-1.-lcro;::;..__;;;._ ___ ohm 
P _ __.A_.__' ...... A...:,.__ k .. tJ - A . ohm 
? I ~ -------- k .. 1f> Dc!l..7 :,).;;?... / mho 
. CE~:'E?J..I~:: SE?ARATIO~ OF SENSORS AT 225°K (/,, . ~CJ;)_ ?:i · in • 
. I . 
* Fa:- :-i~; bric6c, a correction factor is determined during ADL tests to determine 
offset in ~ and ~ ~~ du~ to sh~rtcning of intcrbridgc leads following Rosemount 
En~inccrin~ Co. calibration -- . - . . 
3~-t 
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
Bendix Contract SC 0242 
Caso 68647 
··cALIBR...\TIO~· CONSTANTS 
P R03 E l-LU. F---=-T-°-..:;.;)_-_0<,....____,L._.J 8"--&-'£_~_.f< . ....:s . 
Sf~ c:l- ;;:;L.. 3 0 
-WAPIGVI BRIDGE 
DATE I - I 7 - t? CJ 
) 
Rosc~ount E~gineering Co. Calibration Constants* 
Cl= , ~030 7Sb<j er 03 
C2 , / t-j 9 S- 3 ~ ;;i_ 7 5. +- O J 
C3 = - ,, 2 g) :2 ;i_ 4- :2....:l E-D 3 
C!. · "' - .. ::J.S l] (, 3 00 Cj E - 0 g 
cs .. ~ CJ c, ~ 9 8 3 7 s-




/'-{-<;fl ff::l.(pO E-D:2... 
C8 ZI (' q :J.., O; 7 14- "if 7 £" - 03 
C9 = ., i I 'J 0 7 °I cf + E - o E:" 
ClO ZI - ~ CJ 9 ~1 ;;i.. 7 8' g 
Cll = ~ " I Lf. 7.S-S-9 i.P ~ E-o3 
Cl2 = ,, i o Cj D 7 3 .;i. I £ - {) g-
TOTAL EXCITATIO!\ LEAD RESISTA."\CE .. /O<// .• 7 n 
CHA.\~~L.~ ____ r9-_______ _ 
p :s ----""'-- k "' , OD r;Llf Y.o 7 R.,. __ cx~o_;_· .... l_O--V ......... ..__ ___ ohm 7 
P ___ · ..... 7 __ k .. Cd o , o o o olu;i 
?_~I-/_ k .. ~ 00 :2. 7 ::2 ! 8: oho 
CE~:ERLI~:: SC:?ARATIO~; OF SE~SORS AT 225°K / ;?r fv;)... 5" C,, in. 
* For r:n; bric3e, a correction 
of fsct in ~ and ~ ~~ due to 
En~inec:ir.~ Co. calibration 
factor is detcr:iined during ADL tests to determine 
shortening of interbridge leads following Rosemount 
circhur tJ.?..(i tclr.1inr. 
HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
Bondix Contract SC 0242 
Caso 68647 c '-- ) . 
"CALIBR.:\TIO~ CO~STA..'\TS 
PR03E HALF J-;)_-.2, 
s I'-' ::J.. ;;i. :::i_ &/ 
.0Rf). ();Ell}/ BRIDGE 
DATE I - I 7 - IP? 
Rose=ount E~ginecr i ng Co. Calibration Constants* 
Cl"' ,So1 S.:;-CJ9;;:i_ (::; +-03 
c2 .. /q cl 'f 7 7 o.::;- E; +- o I 
C3 - • ·:;J_ /p~ 75'" CJ f ,.s-E- O 3 
C4 = - , "2CJ'l+oiP Dlol.f. '8' ~-08' 
cs ... ,, '1 7 :;-t.> J 3 1 ~ 
C6 = - , I 7 ;i. 7 D 7 0 3 E -0 3 
C7 c: , I 5"" o 7 g- 9 7 I E - D ":2_ 
cs .. - ,' 4::i...J ~ ~9 3 7 E -oC 
C9 .. - , <.; 11 b D 4- 7 3 E - D 7 
ClO .. ~,. 9 cl '7 7 8" 5>-D 7 
Cll. a 1 i lf {p3 ·77 -;;i.fj E - 03 
Cl2 = , I I D I 9 3 3 I E - O 8 
-...... 
TOTAL EXCITATIO~ LEAD RESISTA."iCE .. JI rp I , t rl 
Elcct:-onics p :;J._ · CHA.\"XEL . d--
p 4 k ., , oo .S-lf'-11 I R,.. ;;L 0 I I tJ-D ohm 
p '?' k - ;;LO~ 0 CJ I oho 
? L ?..- k .. •. oo ;i. 7 ~;;l..D mho 
CE~;:ERLI'.\~ SE?ARATIO~: OF SC:NSORS AT 225°K L?, h 31 in·. 
* For ri~; bri~gc, a corrciction 
offs.::t iri ~ and ~~~ . du~ to 
En~i~ec=in~ Co. calibration 
factor is deter:nincd during ADL tests to deter.nine 
shortening of interbridge leads following Rosemount 
3s--b 
ctrthur iJ.1!.i tt lr.11nc. 
HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
Bondix Contract SC 0242 
Caso 68647 ·-~ 
- ··cA.LI3RATIO;l · CO~ST . .\..'\TS 
PR03E HALF r::d.. --d, ()(J PE fZ 
S/N .;? ;l_ 3 0 
RlfvG BRrncE 
DATE I - I 7 ~ b I 
Rosc=ount E~gin~ering Co. Calibration Constants* 
Cl "" _ ~D :;(. ~ ~ '2 7 3 £ + D~ C7 .. 
C2 = ~ t CJ q l I I.> °i 7 G. + o / CB .. 
C3 = - ,. ::J. l) b ~ ?J-77 7 E-D3 C9 = 
C4 = - • ~ O l:, <g- t-f ";J... 1..7 E - 0 ~ ClO = · 
CS .. , q 'j ~ 6-S- f5 0 ~ Cll = 
C6 "' - • / 7 D '3 I J I I e - D3 Cl2 = 
• ~ '8CJ I~ °! g ;;;;_ £ - 6 J 
_ l.?&¥'J'-f? 1/:2.. 6- O'f 
- .,, o .;;;-7 I g- 3 3 D E - o ~ 
- . q7 0 3 Lj-7;;J.s;'" 
0 
IL/ -;i_~_.. lf ~ S-3 E- D 3 
"/:l.18-<i??fD-;;i__ C-08 
TOTAL EXCITATION LEAD RESIST.A..'{CE .. /I JD. D n 
CE~;:E?..LI!'\E SEPARATIO;.; OF SENSORS AT 225°K i I , c'.1 / 9 in. 
* For ri~g bric3c, a correction factor is deter:nined during ADL tests to determine 
of f~ct in ~ and ~ ~~ du~ to shortening of interbridge leads following Rosemount 
En~i~ccrin~ Co . calibration . . .. - - . 
HEAT FLOVv PROBE. PROGRAM 
Bondi::.: Contract SC 0242 
Caso 68647 .._') 
C.UIBR..UIO:: · CO~STA::TS 
PR03E rL\LF b-.::2 
S/N <~ ,~-2_ ~> 
___,f<..___1 ...... N .... ')_..G~~ __ B RIDGE 
DATE I - I 7 - & l 
Rosc=o~nt E~ginccring Co. Calibration Constants* 
Cl .. c-o '..:?. r-7. I I 3 ¥ ~ + D '3 • .:J i ...:>T 
C2 = ,, i17 D S-- 3 o Cf /3- + 0 I 
C3 = - ~ "3 D b 7 r.z S:-7 5 c - D 3 
cI+ = . - ,, 17 {p7 79 07 .£-o~ 
cs = .,,C/Cf 'f4- ~bD7 
C6 = , I lo °J 4- £" 5"4 b '== - D 3 
C7 .. , <.JLf ~ bG'" '-/-I 7 E - D.2..-
CB = - ,, I .S-fo 'f 7 i.J-;;;J. 3 E - D3 
C9 = - .. 3 'i? I 0 I 4 -:i._ q E - Db 
ClO = - .,, 9 7 !.::> I 'i! :;z;;._ I 
Cll .. ., I 4 <.J 57 9 ~ D E - D 3 
Cl2 = ~II '2-/5~77E-OI? 
TOTAL E..XCITATION LEAD RESIS'i'ANCE . = I I 17, t.f. n 
Electro:iics I- d-- CHA.\ .. XEL 2 
? JG k"' , OD5°'-j jD {? R .. ;;),_ 0 { I 0-V ohm 
I 
p tJ . r+ k .. tJ .A ohr.i 
? d-o k .. , oo ;i. ·z20.. I nho 
CE~;:E?..LI~~ SEPA? • .\TIOS 225°K 
. /[. ~ 79 in. OF SENSORS AT 
* For ri:ig bri~g~, i correction 
of fsct in ~ and ~ ~~ due to 
En~~ncc=ir.~ Co. calibration 
factor is detcr::iincd during ADL tests to deter.nine 
shortening of interbridgc leads following Rosc.-:iount 
-· 
~rthui _.. Jlittlc.1Jnc. OFFICIAL AC~EPTANCE DATA 
PROBE HALF F2-l ------- H EAT FLOW PRO BE PROGRAM 
S/N 2227 
____ G_RAD_I_E_N_T __ BRIDGE (Upper) Boncli>t Contra ct SC 0242 
Caso 63647 5 































L 11 "BEST LIN
(°K) (oK) (oK) 
T73A 245/2£ 12/ 9/68 242.809 242.811 .002 2 .1096 2.0140 .9547 - . 0013 
T35C 245/2 1/ 5/68 243.309 243.299 .:....010 1. 7979 1. 7203 .9568 .0028 
• 




















(Zero llT Tests) 
.000 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corrections. 
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
OFFICIAL ACCt:PTANCE DATA 
PROBE HALF F2-1 HEAT FLOW PROBE P ROG RAM 
S/N 2223 
GRADIENT BRIDGE (Lower) Bendix Contract SC 0242 
Caso 6 9647 5 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
1 2 3 4 5 6 . 7 8 9 10 
TEST NOMINAL DEVIATION 
DATE TA 02 T G12 5 4 02 G12 NO. - DTA DT CONDITIONS 8 I 7 FROM 
ERROR "BEST LHIE 11 
T/DT* (oK) (OK) T. (OK) (oK) (oK) 
T73A 245/2E 12/ 9/68 245.243 245.236 -.008 2.0802 1. 9693 .9467 -.0010 
T35C 245/2 1/ 5/68 245.385 245.406 .021 1.7680 1.6758 .9479 .0012 
t 
T73B 225/18E 12/11/68 234.278 234.556 17.332.3 16. 3611 .• 9440 (278-.~ .0158 
= .078 .. .0002 
T35A 205/-2 1/ 2/68 203.065 203.081 .016 -2.1401 -2.0074 .9380 
' 
t.T OFFSET 
' (Zero L'IT Tests) 
T35B 225/0 1/4/68 224.435 224.475 .040 -.0015 . - • 0015 .000 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 






Arthur D. Little, Inc. OFFICIAL ACC~PTANCE DATA 
PROBE HALF F2-l H EAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
S/N 2227 
RING BRIDGE (Upper) 
Bcrndix Controd SC 0 2 42 
Case 6$647 5 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
1 2 3 4 5 . 7 6 8 9 10 
TEST NOMINAL DEVIATION 
DATE · TA 01 T R11 5 - 4 DTA 01 DT R11 8 NO. CONDITIONS I 7 FROX 
ERROR "BEST LINEu 
T/DT* (OK) (oK) T. (oK) (oK) (oK) 
T73A 245/2E 12/ 9/68 242.811 242.831 .-.020 2 .1097 1. 2208 ~5787 -.0006 
T35C 245/2 1/ 5/68 243.309 243.287 . . 022 1. 7979 1.042.6 .5791 .0016 
t 
T35A 205 r:-2 1/ 2/68 205.501 205.513 .012 -2.0909 -1.1879 .5681 .0000 
' 
t:.T OFFSET .. 
(Zero t:.T Tests) 
T35B 225/0 1/ 4/68 224.423 224.434 .011 .0290 .0166 .000 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corrections. 
t:.T OFFSET = .0224°K 
T OFFSET = .40°K 
1h'tintr, JLittle.3Jnc. 
PROBE HALF F2-1 --- --- -
S/N 2223 
_ __ _.:R:..:..;I::.:N.:..::.G:__ _ BRIDGE (Lower) 
1 2 3 4 5 . 7 6 8 9 10 
TEST NOMINAL DEVIATION 
DATE TA 02 T R12 5 02 R12 - 4 DTA DT 8 NO. CONDITIONS I 7 FROM 
ERROR "BEST LINE" 
TIDT* (oK) (oK) T. (oK) (OK) (oK) 
T73A 245/2E . 12/ 9/68 245.241 245.298 .057 2.0768 1. 206 7 .5810 .0015 
T35C 245/2 1/ 5/68 245.385 245.389 . • 004 1. 7680 1. 0292 .5821 -.0006 
• 
T35A 205/-.2 1/ 2/68 203.065 203.045 -.020 -2.1401 -1. 2187 .5691 .0000 
tiT OFFSET 
(Zero L\T Tests) 
T35B 225/0 1/ 4/68 224.435 224.452 .017 -.0015 -.0009 .ooo 
OFFICIAL ACL fANCE DATA 
H E AT FLOW PROB E PROGRAM 
Bondi ;;c Controd SC 0242 
Caso 68647 5 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corrections. 
fiT OFFSET = .Oll8°K 
T OFFSET = .43°K 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics . 
Arthur D. Little, Inc. OFFICIAL ACC ~AL\I CE DATA 





1 2 3 4 5 6 · 7 8 9 10 
TEST ·NOMINAL DEVIATION 
DATE , TA 01 T G21 5 01 G21 4 DTA DT NO. -CONDITIONS 8 I 7 FROM 
ERROR "BEST LINE 11 
T/DT* (oK) (oK) T. (oK) (OK) (oK) 
T36C 245/2 1/10/68 242.469 242.473 .004 2 . 1095 2.009 .9522 .0004 
T74B 245/2E 12/16/68 242.730 242.715 -.014 2.0952 1.9960 .9527 -.0001 
( 
T74A 225/18E 12/13/68 213.887 213.933 .046 17 . 7210 16 . 7487 .9451 -.0189 
; 




(Zero L\T Tests) 
T36B 225/0 1/9/68 224.507 224.539 . 03 .0618 .058 .001 
B()ndi .:t Contra ct SC 0 242 
Case 6 6647 5 - - -
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corrections. 
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
OFFICIAL ACCEPTANCE DATA 
PROBE HALF F2-2 HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
S / N 2226 
GRADIENT BRIDGE (LOWER) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 · 7 8 9 10 
TEST NOMINAL DEVIATION 02 02 G22 DATE T G22 TA 5 - 4 OTA DT NO. CONDITIONS 8 I 7 FRrn1 
ERROR "BEST LU.TE:tt 
T/DT* (oK) (oK) T (OK) (oK) (oK) 
T36C 245/2 1/10/68 244.900 244.930 .030 2.0805 1. 9753 .9494 -.0005 
T74B 245/2E 12/16/68 245.137 245.150 .012 2.0650 1. 9585 .9484 .0017 
, 
' 
T74A 225/18E 12/13/68 234.198 234.434 f.236-.2~ 17.3382 16.4223 .9472 -.0070 
l= .036 _J 
T36A 205/-2 1/8/68 203.121 203 .115 -.006 -2.1506 -;-2.0203 .9394 -.0002 
li.T OFFSET 
, 
(Zero li.T Tests) 
T36B 225/0 1/9 /68 224. 565 224.592 .03 .0343 .032 .ooo 
Bondix: Contrad SC 0242 
Case 68647 _5 __ 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corrections. 
2hthur Jl..ittle.lJnr-. OFFICIAL AC ! TANCE DATA 
PROBE HALF -------F2-2 HEAT FLOW PROBE P ROGRAM 
S/N 22 30 
RING BRIDGE (UPPER) ---- -----
Bond ix Contra ct SC 0242 
Ca se 60647 5 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
1 2 3 4 5 6 · 7 8 9 10 
TEST NOMINAL DEVIATION 
DATE · TA 01 T R21 01 R21 5 - 4 DTA DT NO . 8 CONDITIONS I 7 FROM 
ERROR "BEST LINE" 
T/DT* (oK) (OK) T. (oK) (oK) (oK) 
T36C 245/2 1/10/68 242.469 242.457 -.012 2 . 1095 1. 2268 . 5811 -.0010 





T36A 205/-2 1/8/68 205 . 564 205.573 .009 -2 . 1017 -1.19.81 .5691 . 0000 
. . 6T OFFSET , 
(Zero 6T Tests) 
T36B 225/0 1/9/68 224.507 224.518 .011 .0618 . 0354 . .000 
'. 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corrections. 
6T OFFS ET = -.080°K 
T OFFSET = .43 °K 
Arthur D. Little, Inc. OFFICIAL ACCEPTANCE DATA 
PROBE HALF F2-2 ----- -- H EAT F L O Vv PROBE PROGRAM 
S/N 2226 
RING BRIDGE (LOWER) 
1 2 3 
TEST NOMINAL 
DATE NO. CONDITIONS 
T/DT* 
T36C 245/2 1/10/68 
































I 7 FROM 
"BEST LINE" 
(oK) 





T36A 205/-2 1/8/68 I 203. ll5 203.093 - . 022 -2.1506 -1. 2205 • 5672 .0000 
-v 
6T OFFSET 
T36B 225/0 1/9/68 224.565 
,, 
224.577 .008 .0343 .0197 
(Zero ~T Tests) 
.ooo 
' 
Bond ilt Contract SC 0242 
Caso 6 0647 _5 __ 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics . 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corrections. 
~T OFFSET = -.0113°K 
T OFFSET = .42°K 
1trthur uaJLittle.1Jnc. 
PROBE HALF F2-l --------' 
S/N 2227 
____ GRAD __ I_E_N_T __ BRIDGE (Upper) 
1 2 3 4 5 . 7 6 8 9 10 
TEST NOMINAL DEVIATION 
DATE TA 01 T Gll 5 Gll - 4 DTA 01 DT NO. CONDITIONS 8 I 7 FROM 
ERROR "BEST LINE" 
T/DT* (oK) (oK) T. (oK) (OK) (oK) 
·' 
T57A 245/2E 5/ 1/68 . 242. 731 242.734 .004 2.0942 2.0042 .9570 
T61A 245/2E 9/11/68 242. 772 242.795 .022 2.0800 1. 9895 .9565 
T62A 245/2E 9/16/68 242.501 242.468 -.033 2.0002 1. 9118 .9558 
T62B 245/2E 9/20/68 242.333 242.311 -.021 1. 9526 1.8655 .9554 
T69A2 245/2 10/31/68 242.696 242.663 -.032 2.0979 2.0045 .9555 
T69A3 245/2 11/ 1/68 242.681 242.661 -.020 2.0987 2.0050 .9553 
T57B 225/18E 5/ 2/68 213. 776 213 . 717 -.059 17.7208 16.8190 .9491 
T65A 225/18E 10/ 2/68 213.641 213.662 .021 17.6823 16. 7710 .9485 
T69B 225/18 11/ 4/68 213.932 213.926 -.005 17.7494 16.8230 .9478 
t,T OFFSET 
(Zero f,T Tests) 
' 
OTHER DATA (UNOFFICIAL) 
H E T FLOW PROBE PROGRA 
Bond ix Contract SC 0 242 
Case 68647 5 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corrections. 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 
OTHER DATA (UNOFFICIAL) 
PROBE HALF -"'-'F2..__-_,,,l~--~ H EAT FLOW P O B E P OG A 
S/N 2223 
----l.Gu:iR.uAD~IuEIJ.lN...i....T _ BRIDGE (LOWER) Bend ix Contract SC 02 42 
5 Case 6 8647 




































































































T65A 225/18E 10/ 2/68 233.909 234.161 [' 25-. 20] 
=.OS 
17.3226 16.2912 .9405 
T69B 225/18 11/ 4/68 234.287 234.548 r-261-.21 
=.061 
17.3837 16.4247 .9448 
tiT OFFSET 
(Zero tiT Tests) 
• * E designates tests run with probe electronics. 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corrections. 
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
PROBE HALF F2-1 __::...::;__;:::: ___ _ 
S/N 2227 
---=-R=I=NG.::..._ ____ BRIDGE (UPPER) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
TEST NOMINAL DEVIATION 
DATE TA 01 T 11 Rll 5 4 DTA Ol DT NO. -CONDITIONS 8 I 7 FROM 
ERROR "BEST LINE" 
T/DT* (oK) (oK) T (oK) (OK) (oK) 
T57A 245/2E 5/ 1/68 242.731 242. 725 I -.006 2.0946 1. 2125 .5786 I 
T61A 245/2E 9/11/68 242. 773 242.752 . -.021 2.0799 1. 2041 .5788 
T62A 245/2E 9/16/68 242.494 242.459 -.035 2 . 0013 1.1586 . 5787 
T62B 245/2E 9/20/68 242.337 242 . 302 -.035 1. 9523 1.1301 .5788 
T69A2 245/2 10/31/68 242.711 242.665 -.046 2. 0889 1. 2106 .5795 
T69Al 245/2 10/30/68 242.700 242.648 -.052 2. 0985 1. 2166 .5767 I 
T69A3 245/2 11/ 1/68 242.681 242.642 -.039 2.0981 1.2164 .5795 
T67A 205/-2E 10/17/68 205.512 205. 515 .002 -2.1235 -1. 2030 .5665 




I - \ 
tiT OFFSET 
(Zero tiT Tests) 
-
OTHER DATA (UNOFFICIAL) 
H EAT FLOW PROBE P OGR 
Bendix Contract SC 0 2 4 2 
Case 68647 _5 __ 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corr ections. 
tiT OFFSET . 0224°K 
T OFFSET = .40°K 
Arthur  D. Little, Inc.
PROBE HALF F2-1 
S/N 2223 
BRIDGE (Lower) RING 
1 2 3 4 5 6 · 7 8 9 10 
TEST NOMINAL DEVIATION 
DATE TA 02 R.12 T Rl2 5 - 4 DTA 02 DT NO. CONDITIONS 8 I 7 FROM 
ERROR "BEST LI:t-.TE 11 
T/DT* (oK) (OK) T (oK) (OK) (oK) 
I T57A 245/2E 5/ 1/68 245.141 245.141 .00 2.0659 1.1994 .5808 
T61A 245/2E 9 /11/68 245.176 245.059 .117 2.0536 1.1933 .5814 I 
1.1430. T62A 245/2E 9/16/68 244.806 244.809 .003 1. 9664 .5814 I T62B 245/2E . . 9/20/68 244.590 244.578 -.012 1. 9233 i.•1174 .5810 I 
I T69Al 245/2 10/30/68 245.127 245 .111 -.016 2.0651 1. 2010 .5815 
T69A2 245/2 10/ 31/68 245 . 117 245.105 -.012 2.0695 1. 2033 .5811 I 
T69A3 245/2 11/ 1/68 245.097 245.103 .006 2.069~ 1.2036 .5814 
T67A 205/-2E 10/17 /68 203.034 203.032 -.002 -2.1710 -1. 2333 .5680 
T69B 225/18 11/4/68 234.287 234.595 17.3837 10.0529 .5782 ~ .308 -.~ 
= .108 I 
t:.T OFFSET 
' (Zero t:.T Tests) 
-
OTHER DATA ~UNOFFICIAL) 
HEA T FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
Bondi x Contract SC 0 242 
Caso 60647 _5 __ 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corrections. 
t:.T OFFSET = .Oll8°K 
T OFFSET = .43°K 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 
2tt·thur JlittlcJJnc. 
OTHER DATA (UNOFFICIAL) 
PROBE HALF F2-2 ------- HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
S/N 2230 































"BEST LU..1E 11 


















































(Zero t.T Tests) .
i 
6onc:fot Contra ct SC 02 4 2 
Case 6 0647 _5 __ 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 




2tt·thur JL.it tleJ Jnc. 
PROBE HALF F2-2 -------
S/N 2226 
GRADIENT BRIDGE (LOWER) 
1 2 3 4 5 . 7 6 8 9 10 
TEST NOMINAL DEVIATION 
DATE · TA 02 T G22 5 - 4 DTA 02 DT G22 8 NO. CONDITIONS I 7 FROM 
ERROR "BEST LINE 11 
T/DT* (oK) (oK) T (oK) (OK) (oK) 
T58B 245/2E . 5/6/68 245.099 245.072 -.028 2.0759 1. 9693 .9 486 
T66B 245/2E 10/7 /68 244.894 244.890 -.004 2.0473 1.9421 .9486 
t 
. , 
T66A 225/18E 10/3/68 233.915 234.102 .187-.20 17.2979 16.3813 .9470 
=-.013 
T58A 225/18E 5/4/68 234.120 234.326 -.20 17.3609 16.Lf521 . 9477 ros~ 
=.005 
~T OFFSET 
(Zero ~T Tests) 
. 
OTHER DATA \LiNOFFICIAL) 
H EAT FLOVV PROBE PROG 
Bon<l ix Contract SC 0242 
Case 60647 _s __ 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 
M 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offse t correct i ons. 
2hthur Jl.it tleJJnc. 
PROBE HALF F2-2 -------
S/N 2230 
BRIDGE (UPPER) RING 
1 2 3 4 5 
TEST NOMINAL 
DATE· TA 01 T R21 NO. CONDITIONS 
T/DT* (oK) (OK) 
T58B 245/2E 5/6/68 242.668 242.682 
6 
















I 7 FROM 
"BEST LINE" 
(oK) 
. 5804 . 






(Zero llT Tests) 
. 
' 
OTHER DATA l LJNOFFI CIAL) 
H EAT FLOW PROBE PROGRAM 
B0ndix Contrad SC 0242 
Caso 68647 5 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
NOTE: Ring data include 
offset corrections. 
6T OFFSET = -.080°K 
T OFFSET = .43°K 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics. 
Arthur D. Little, Inc.
PROBE HALF F2-2 -------
S/N 2226 
RING BRIDGE (LOWER) 
1 2 3 4 5 . 7 6 8 9 10 
TEST NOMINAL DEVIATI ON 
DATE TA 02 T R22 02 R.22 5 4 DTA NO. - DT CONDITIONS 8 I 7 FROM 
ERROR "BEST LINE'' 
T/DT* (oK) (OK) T. (oK) (oK) ( oK) 
T58B 245/2E 5/6/68 245 .101 245 .101 .ooo 2.0758 1. 2037 .5799 
T66A 2,45/2E 10/7/68 244.893 244.931 . . 038 2.0473 1.1859 .5793 
• 
.. 
' ~T OFFSET , 
(Zero ~T Tests) 
---~
OTHER DATA ( UNOFFICIAL) 
HEAT FLOW PROBE PROG 
Bendix Contract SC 0 242 
Caso 6 3647 _s __ 
TEST DATA SUMMARY 
* E designates tests run with probe electronics . 
M 
NOTE: Ring dat i inc lude 
offse t correct ions . 
~T OFFSET = -. 0113°K 
T OFFSET = . 42°K 
r -- - -
! 
. - · - · -- T · 
!-·: HEAT FLOW PROBE 11 DC11 SHORTING RATIOS 
t--~·- --····-TEMPERATURE GRADIENT APPARATUS TEST DATA 
1. -.:-: 
.9s.L--- -·-:-.. __ _ L. -FRDEE-~b-: - F-2-- -1-·--·- -· -- -- - .:. _____ .: __ i.
1 
·--- - · : --- -- ~ 
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with electronics 
• ; : I I • I . ! ' l - · ' I I • ! . 1 
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TG - Average Probe Half Temperature (°K) 
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- - ·-r· 
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! TEMPERATURE GRADIENT APPARATUS TEST DATA 
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• I • • I I I - t I ! - I ' I I ' i . 
·-··--- -- --
! 
0 without elecitr9ni c~ -· 
A with electronics 
1 ~ .005°K for 2°K ~T tests 
. 
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0 without elecitrgni c~ __ 
with electronics 
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210 220 230 240 
TR - Average Probe Half Temperature (°K) 
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1. Comparison during 6.T Tests with Electronics between temperature measured by bottom thermocouple (TC) 
and tempera ture of upper gradient sensor per Paragraph 3.5.5 
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Average TC 
Temp. (o K) 
± o- TC 
Temperature (°K) 
Probe Upper Gradient 
Sensor (° K)_ TemQ_er_~t_u_r_~ 
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2. Comparison between thermocouple temperatures during test in isothermal sleeve (per paragraph 5.5) 
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(all data except for tests near zero t:,,T) 
2X = _(7~ <if 1-f3 in. + _ 1.__0_7-'---1 ___ in. 
Equivalent Length + = Centerline Separation of Sensors 
3'??-1 
~hthur m. ittlc.llnc. 
HEA FLO 0 PROG 
ond ix Con rad SC 0242 
,,--
Cal.I 6 647 s 
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
PROBE HALF fi_:?_, - .;J... LO IA) E ~ 
S /N ~ c;l. 0?-. 0 
GRADIENT BRIDGE 
DATE I - I I - (p I 
(Comparison between ADL t.T apparatus gradient tube instrumentation 
and probe.) 
AVG. ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE 
Standard deviation No. Data Pts. 
All data (J ... "0 . 2~ °K -----------
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE 
Equation of "best line" through shorting ratio data 
Standard deviation from "best line" No. Data Pts. 
(excluding ·20° t.T tests) cr= • o o 6 '8 OK 
EQUIVALENT MEASURING LENGTH 
(all data except for tests near zero t.T) 
2X = I 7 ,, 7 '-f lf · in. + __ • _D___.lf_,> .... ~_,__ in. 
Equivalent Length 
"" · + • oo~3 ------Centerline Separation of Sensors 
c. '.f nc. 
T FLO 0 P OG 
B ndi>t on~rad SC 0242 -Caso 0 7 c, -----
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
PROBE HALF Fa - 01.. ----------
S / N ~~ ~D 
RING BRIDGE 
DATE I - / 7 - & 9 
AVG. ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE 
EXP. OFFSET. ll~ . = ff {u rl ( - ( /-- ·3 OK) ------------(From ADL L'.IT Apparatus test data) 
Following offset correction: 
Standard Deviation 
·-? 
All data a = , D 0 °K --------
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE 
EXP. OFFSET = - 0 <;?' Q 0~ + N. A' °K --------------(From near zero L'.IT tests) 
Following offset correction: 
Equation of "best line" through shorting ratio data 
DTR = .SDB°~ ;t. + ~ 006,;tq ·~ TR 
DTA 
Standard deviation from "best line" 
(excluding 20°L'.IT data) a • r 0 0 J,;;i..._ °K ------
LENGTH RATIO (All tests except for those near zero L'.IT) 
At 225°K 
Centerline Separ ation of Sensors Length Ratio • Centerline Separation of GT Thermopiles 
Shorting Ratio • "Best Line" Ratio at 225°K Length Ratio 
... 
... 
No. of points _:g 
1 I , -2'if "" " {/:. D lJ 7 L} 
18.684 . 
a rthur tn.llittlc.llnc. 
HEAT FLOW PROBE PROGRA 
Bend ix Contract SC 0242 -Caso 68647 S 
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
:>ROBE HALF Fc:2-.:J J___D 1.-1)£fC 
AVG. ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE 
S/N 0<, .;l.~ fo 
RING BRIDGE 
DATE I - I 7 - tP 1 
EXP. OFFSET. fl~ . = - ~ g Lf n ( - . tj- ·:L OK) 
(From ADL flT Apparatus test data) 
Following offset correction: 
Standard Deviation 
All data a = .• 0 3 S °K -------
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE 
EXP. OFFSET = - ~ 0 ·1 l 3 °K + N ' A . °K --------(From near zero l:IT tests) 
Following offset correction: 
Equation of "best line" through shorting ratio data 
~~! • o S'O S'7 'iT + ~ODD 30lf: TR 
Standard deviation from "best line" 
(excluding 20°AT data) a - • 000 Co °K 
LENGTH RATIO (All tests except for those near zero AT) 
At 225°K 
Centerline Separation of Sensors Length Ratio • Centerline Separation of GT Thermopiles 
Shorting Ratio • "Best Line" Ratio at 225°K Length Ratio -
No. of points -3 
. - 11 ~ ~ 79 = £ k o 3 b 7 
18. 684 -
( 8.2 "~T Apparatus" Thermocouple Calibration 
The following tabulation of values for the four reference 
gradient tube thermocouples was supplied by Avco Corp., on the basis 
of calibration data at O, ·-38 and -73°C, and is guaranteed to have 
less than+ 0.1°C error over the calibrated range. 
-39-
cl + c2 
T in °C 
(T - T ) · 3 
Range 
250 to 350°K 
EMF · -actual EMF standard = cl + c2 (T2 - T3) + c3 (T - T2) 200 to 250°K 
.cl + c2 (T2 - T3) + C3 (Tl - Ti)+ C4 (T - T1) 90 to 200°K 
Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
-
H EAT F L O W P H O BE Pr~oG nA~11 
Ooncfoc Conlra d SC 02-12 
Caso 68647 S-
THERMOCOUPLE CONSTANTS FOR DATA REDUCTION 
c,., ~:ODEL: ---'':__0(-. _____ _ Probe 1 Cable No.:_~/~ Probe 2 Cable No. : / l/--
Calibration Temperatures (oC): T = 
1 - 73, I lh [B78] * [B80] 
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.1200 I /Cf L/3 
1 QoOill{tf3 
i QC> Q D ~ 'K. 1.-U (p 
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~ CJlnrp q 1l[2 ;)_ 
• 0'7J(;rf) Cj 55 LI- .2 ).__ 














t !2 DO ;J 3 7ot;; 
/ 
• ODO :2.3 30.> 
c. oc20,,23 lD::; 
I 0tTt ..2 JI 0 .:;; 
...,9. /' 
' ·1/1'17.;J 2- "'> D > 
I o-trz> ;;! 3 2 Q_ ~ 









= .. oo o l/- .:2.. lJ-(o;;L 
• 0(.., 0Y:_ 3;).7b 
= , Do o i.J-20<.f-3 
t oOD 'i_·:z 7)3 
I o-rrP l/ y. tv 3 2 
= _,!,_J)N> 4 5=0 <;] '-f 
c: (.'r ( "'[J l/ 5 O 8' Y., 
Cl o-o-n Y.. ::20 g l/ 
. * [ J denotes designation in. input matrix for Arthur D. Little, Inc. data reduction program. 
8.3.2 Generation of Calibration Constants for Reference 
Junction and Probe Thermocouples 
8.3.2.1 Reference Junct i on 
Calibration data from Rosemount Engineering Co . 
consists of five measurements of bridge voltage ratio (signal voltage to 
excitation voltage) at five temperature levels. The program fits a cubic 
equation in absolute temperature (°C) to the voltage ratio dat a points. The 
four constant coefficients of the cubic equation are the calibrat ion constants 
used in subsequent data reduction. This program is written as a spearate 
routine. 
-67-
'"" y ......., .., • 1 - , -. ,. t ., 1 I ,. 1 I = : , ·· • , ' •' • • •• 
'' •• 4' ... • ....... ~ ....... \ ... ~ 4'., I ..:1 • ~ ... o 
?ROG RAN: 
C cn2 l~ C~;-.~·rccz S~ 02 ~2 
_ __.... 






:·:oc .:.:1: F d.-. 
S /'f.: H'937 
C ~ C ~ + c3 ~12 + c4T3 , • ' ? l ... .. 
(T in °C) . 
c" - 3 8' 3 (;, ~1. E - 0 + [ B4 6 ] * 
c
2 
, 1 9 'if '8" I c::. - 02 [B47J 
c., -,+:i3L/-7 f-D .S[Il48) 
.j 
* ] d.::~--.otes design&tion in input matrix for Arthur D ~ Little, ··Inc. 
data reduction program. 
h7-I 
. 
RECORD OF ~CCEPTANCE T ESTING 
FOR 
ELECTRONICS BOX SENSOR 
MODEL 118YN 
APPLICABLE DO CUMENT 





ROSEMOUNT ENGINEERING COMPANY 
Procedure No. 16627 A 
Sheet 1 of 3 
Calibration Bridge Repeatability 
Temperature Output (Not to Exceed 0. 1 •C) 
\C) (Eout/Ein) 
0 +0. 00001, 71, At o·c 0.0072 °C 
+50 +0.089795 At so·c 0. 0123 oc 
Thermally Cycled Three 
Timea From i ao•F to -65•F 
Insulation Resistance 
-20 -0.01111167 Bridge to case is greater 
: 
than 1000 megohms at 100 VDC 
0 +0.0000617 G:J 
+25 +O. 01, 7261 
-t-50 +0.089 775 
Bridge to thermocouple is 
greater than 1000 megohms 
at 100. VDC DJ 
Thermocouple to thermocouple 
+90 +0.150151 is greater than 100 megohms 
at 1.5 VDC Ci] 
REC MODEL 118YN S/N Il937 




3 uay 1967 
.? /J~AV / 9t 7 
/ 
Authur D. Little Inc. . ~!:'~ 
Qual i ty Control &prH•tlauv• ~'fli1 ~ Date _.../._o_-.... I
---~"R
----
REC ~10DE L 11 8YN S/ N 11937 
THElU.lOCOUPLE CABLE S/ N 12 AND l /1 ------
O> THEHMOCOUPLE LEADS @::::> 
CALIBHA TION PARAMETER 
TEMPERATURE I MEASURED [§]to@Jl[§Jto(I]l[§Jto[!]l[§Jto@J ~toGJ 1~to 0l0to~1~ toEJ 
Thermocouple 
+8.3381 1+8.3381 I +8.3381 I +8.3378 +B,3}90 l+B,3390 ~ +8.}}GI Output (mv) 
90°K 
Thermocouple 
1-183.71 l-183.71 l-183.71 l-183.71 1-183.71 1-183.71 1-183.71 I -183.71 Temp. (°C) 




-.73.116 1-73 .116 1-73 .116 1-73 .116 -73.llG ·-73.116 ~ -73.llG Temp re) 




Temp re) -..23.119 l-23.119 l-23.119 l-23.119 -23.119 -23.1191-23.~191-23.119 




76.827 176,827 76.827 176.827 76.827 7 1.76~827 I 76.827 I 76.827 
Temp ("C) 
[::::::>Reference junction (Model 118YN) maintained at 0°C. 
~Thermocouple leads identified as Q and V are assigned negative polarity. 
ACCEPTANCE TEST DA TA SHEET 
CTHERMOCOUPLE CABLE CALIBRATIONS) Sheet 2 of 3 
~ 
' BLUE \\11ITE 
LEADS LEADS . 
~





(AOL SU PPLI ED) 




. 5/N Jli 
(ADL 5U PPLI ED) 
I 
REFERENCE I I RED I 
JUNCTION I RED/WHITE 
CASE MODEL j . 
llBYN _. . '~L_YELLOW ENT
(REC MFG.) 
GJ: TAG ID IFICATIO N 
I BROWN 5/ N!lliL~ 
V BLACK 
I 1 
L ____ .BLACK/WHITE _J 
ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA SHEET 
(SCHEMATIC DI AGRAM ) 
. 
C:LJC' C'T ~ r"l t:" ":t 
Electronics Box Vent 
Cooling Plate - .r 
~~J _ 
f I ~'~L._ : Thermocouple ~ · · l 1' I M.ll. On-Off Tempe:at;re Controller Type R716~ 
L -~ . 
I 
I 
K-1 K-2 . : ~Solenoid Valve 















ELECTlW,ih ,- c BOX COOLI~G '' .SYSTEM 
) 
APPLICABLE DOCU:-l.ENT 1. 3 • 2 2 
. EncJ.osurc to 1'educe Air 
Convection Currc.nts-; 






r K-3 ,__ ______ I Pot. 
~-, 111s11,324 
I I · Gulton E~ l~T. C. Meas. 
1··-1.J - -~ox·---~..----!. __ l __ J_u_n_c_t_i_o_n_·_~I ~- Cu. -Con. T. C. 
I ~/·::/#(~<X{_~XLS.~~~~~Z~·%}<j l _ .r-Ref. Junction -r~L-·~/_2:,,_,_ ___ :'.'.__· -~ ~ · 6..,6._,.___ k/ 
· Heat Sink Plate ~ 
Al. 12Hxl2"x3/811 J · Kaye 
Ice Point 
111 Thk. Foam 
Ribbon Cable 






TEST SET UP 
APP LI CAGLE DOCUHENT l. 3. 23 
ELECTRO:\IC BOX REFERE~CE JUNCTION Ci\LLGR..\TION TEST SET-UP 
Name Manufacturer Serial ff Last Calib. Date 
K-3 Potentiometer L&N. 1514324 11-67 AVCO 
J. Kaye Reference Junct. 
Nod. ~o. RCSLf 
J. Kaye 697l1 6-20-67 J. Kaye 
Std. Cell, Cat. #100 Eppley 8121:03 10-23-67 Eppley L2hs. 
B.i\.S. E.T.S. B.A.S. 
Null Detector L&N NONE 
Nod. IJ983L; 
Calibrated Cop.-Con: T.C. ADL NOXE 6-67 by AVCO 
TEST EQUIPMENT USED 
